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Abstract

Self-consistent 2D fluid model and hybrid plasma equipment model (HPEM) are used
to study the characteristics of homogenous discharge in mixed gases of hydrogen
bromide HBr and X (X=He, Ar) for optimization of capacitely- and inductivelycoupled plasma sources being used for anisotropic etching of silicon wafers. The
simulation results show that the dominant etching species include Br, Br+, H and HBr+.
The densities distribution of these dominent species show direct correlation with
voltage and frequency of the plasma driving source while inverse correlation with the
electrode gap. It is further noted that the densities of dominant species in HBr/Ar plasma
are higher than the densities of these species in case of HBr/He plasma. The densities
of Br and HBr+ decrease with increase of He or Ar fraction in HBr plasma while the
density of Br+ increases with an increase in fraction of He or Ar. Time averaged reaction
rates have been calculated to identify the important reactions that contribute
significantly to the production and consumption of dominant species. These time
averaged reaction rates have also been used to study the effect of these important
reactions on the density distribution of the dominant species. Specifically, neutral
species (i.e. H and Br) show bell shape distribution while ionic species (i.e. HBr+, Br+)
show double humped distribution with peaks near the electrodes. These distributions
have been explained in terms of the time averages reaction rates. The flux ratio of
positive ion to the neutral species increase with an increase in additive gas fraction;
consequently chemical etching versus physical sputtering can be controlled by tuning
gas mixing ratio. Further, the HBr/Ar plasma showed a relatively higher change in the
ion density and flux, suggesting that the etching can be considered in the ion-flux etch
regime.
Two-dimensional hybrid Monte Carlo fluid model (HPEM) is applied to study
HBr/He inductively coupled plasmas. Results show that the etch rate for Br-based
plasma is significantly low compared to typical etch rates of F- and Cl-containing gases
allowing higher control and fine-tuning of the etch rate. Increasing He fraction leads to
higher electron temperature that results in electron impact ionization and dissociation;
consequently higher densities of ions, electrons and H atoms are generated enabling
xiv

more pronounced surface sputtering. Nevertheless, the overall etch rate decreases by
increasing the He fraction. This suggests that chemical etching is still the determining
factor that determines the overall etch rate. The simulation results are also compared
and validated against the experimental data.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, a brief overview of plasma, plasma sources and plasma modeling
technieques have been presented with particular focus on the plasma sources used for
material proccessing in the semi-conductor industry. Finally, objective of the work
carried out in this thesis has been outlined.

Introduction
Plasma being considered as the fourth state of matter is composed of partially ionized
gas that contains presumably equal number of positive and negative charges and other
non-ionized gas particles.

Specifically, plasma contains various combinations of

electrons, ions, excited and ground state neutral species at very high densities (~ 107 to
1020 particles/cm3). Due to this distinctive composition, the inherent characteristics of
plasmas differ significantly from all other states of matter. For instance, plasma exhibits
excellent conduction of electricity due to its free-flowing electrons; it can be better
conductor than copper and gold. In addition, plasmas are strongly influenced by both
electric and magnetic fields, unlike ordinary gases. With the application of external
applied fields, the charged particles of plasma can be trapped in position along the field
lines towards a particular application. Internal electric and magnetic fields are evolved
from the differential concentration and motion of the ions and electrons within the
plasma; these internal fields facilitate collective behavior of plasma.
It is believed that plasma is the most common and dominent consituent of the
universe, comprising more than 99 % of the explored universe[1], [2]. Starting from
earth, plasma can be found in the lightning channels, ionosphere, auroras and earth’s
magnetosphere. In the solar system, large amount of plasma exist in the solar wind,
planet’s magnetosphere, comets, etc. Gigantic toroids around Jupiter and Saturn are
the manifestations of plasma. The sun and other such stars are actually enormous
plasma balls. Plasma filaments as large as 250 light years were explored near the center
of our own galaxy. Further, neighboring galaxies such as Milky Way and Magellanic
Clouds are connected by plasma bridges. The full range of plasma prevalence in the
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universe goes far beyond these illustrative examples; nevertheless, these indicate the
significantly important role of plasma in the understanding of universe.
The distinguished properties of plasma such as excellent conduction, good
response to electric and magnetic fields and efficient source of radiation enable it
towards a wide range of applications in various fields; from industry to space
technology, from surface modifications of materials to environmental and health
applications, etc. Specifically, plasma is employed for cleaning, activation, etching,
deposition, polymerization, sterilization etc. in the semiconductor industry [3].
Designing dedicated computer chips for various applications are facilitated by the
aforementioned plasma processing. Plasma has promising applications in surface
tailoring of a given material towards desired functional properties such as anticorrosion, thermal barriers, hardwearing, anti-erosion, etc. The study of plasma and its
characteristic features is important to our understanding of the stars, black holes,
galaxies, evolution of magnetic fields, etc. [4]. Plasma-based particle accelerators are
capable to generate and sustain significantly stronger acceleration fields than traditional
particle accelerators enabling the implementation of relatively small size accelerators
with afforrdable cost . Industrial plasmas are used for hardening of metals subsequently
used in manufacturing of autombile parts, aeroplane turbine blades, diamond coatings,
etc [5]. Due to the high energy density and temperatures, plasma offer the potential for
efficient destruction of hazardous substances and toxic halogenated materials for
environmental treatments. These and other such applications of plasma have played
vital role in revolutionizing the society.
To generate and sustain plasma for material proccessing in semiconductor
industry, typically an elecrtic field is applied to a given neutral gas that result in the gas
dischage followed by various reactions that enable production of new species like
neutrals, radicals, excited species, ions and stable etching products such as SiF4, SiCl4,
SiBr4 reaction etch products that occur in flourine, chlorine and bromine mixture
plasmas for etching silicon. Accuracy and stability of plasma reactor is essentially
required for optimal utilization of the generated species towards the desired application.
To this end, different parameters such as plasma chemistry, surface chemistry, and
physical properties of ions reaching the surface play critical roles. To improve the
efficiency and performance of the plasma source, the details of physical and chemical
characteristics of the gas discharge should be adequatly understood. Beside
experimental techniquies, modeling and simulation of the plasma sources under
2
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controlled conditioned can provide valuable information; different models such as
global model, ﬂuid model, particle-in- cell model and hybrid model are extensively
used to study various aspects of plasma behaviour [6], [7].
The investigation of plasmas in terms of its complex phenomenon such as
waves, turbulence and interactions with other materials of practical importance is
critical to advance technology for practical purposes. That said, worldwide research
with the effort to embrace a comprehensive understanding of plasmas in a wide
spectrum of situations is underway. For instance, the development of functional fusion
reactors has been investigated; such reactors make use of strong magnetic fields to
confine high temperature and pressure plasmas and, if successful, would generate
practical fusion energy. The ongoing research in the semiconductor industry has been
focused on the analysis of the reaction kinetics of plasma deposition and etching of a
given substrate (wafer); this would ultimately result in better control of sensitivity and
precision of the sophisticated technology. Plasmas being highly efficient source of
reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS), UV radiation and charged particles may
find interesting applications in life sciences; some current research areas include cancer
treatments, inactivation of bacterial biofilm, manipulation of cell proliferation and
migration for fast and efficient wound healing, sterilization, managing blood
coagulation, etc. Specifically, quantifying the aforementioned reactive species
including atomic O and N, NO, •OH, O3 for improved control and manipulation and
understanding their correlation with biological processes towards targeting specific
applications being the goal of such studies. Plasma has been under extensive
investigations for surface engineering and modification; surface cleaning, activation,
and manipulation of adhesive forces are important steps prior to printing, painting,
bonding, coating and vanishing, etc. In summary, plasma and associated technologies
are attracting growing interest across the globe with extensive research being in
progress.
The paradigm of plasma physics research was radically focused, till recently, on
large magnetic fusion experiments with loosely coupled theory and simulation.
However, this notion has been significantly shifted towards an equal triangular
partnership between experiment, theory and simulation. Indeed, plasma simulation has
made contributions that span over all plasma physics and continues to play a crucial
role in unveiling plasma characteristics and behavior under a variety of practically
3
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important scenarios. For instance, simulation models such as OSIRIS, Magtail,
PARSEC, UPIC, QuickPIC, etc. has been used to explore intense laser beam and
plasma interactions, inertial confinement fusion, high energy density science, space
plasmas, plasma-based acceleration, Alfvénic plasmas, etc. Further, three dimensional
simulations with more realistic geometry has been directed towards the study of
material processing (plasma etching and deposition), turbulence and transport of
magnetic fusion tokamak, magnetospheric and auroral space physics. Active research
for developing computational plasma models with improved algorithms and increased
range of space and time parameters towards the study of nonlinear fluid closure
schemes, nonlinear delta-f methods, renormalized kinetic equations,material processing
etc. is in progress. In microelectronics industry, surface modification of materials with
the goal of superior properties has been the focus of plasma simulation research.
In this work, we conduct a numerical study for greater insight of surface etching
of substrate materials (i.e., silicon) towards improved properties for industrial
applications using the well-known simulation technique of etching. Specifically, we
have provided a framework to model low temperature plasma discharges for
capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) with the help
of fluid and hybrid model. The important reactions, efficient and dominant species for
etching in HBr based plasmas are identified followed by their optimization by tuning
different plasma parameters. We trust that this study will significantly add to the
comprehension of plasma applications in microelectronic industry, particularly plasma
controlled etching for manufacturing of microelectronic chips, surface passivation/
insulation, surface treatment for manipulating adhesion etc.

Types of Plasma
The distinctive characteristics of plasmas include the degree of ionization, temperature,
pressure etc.; each of these characteristic parameters can be used towards plasma
classification. For instance, plasmas can be discriminated with high and low degree of
ionization, with hot and cold temperatures and with high and low pressures.
Significantly different approaches (i.e. equations and modeling) are essentially required
to study each type of plasma. In the following, a brief overview of the various types of
plasma and the corresponding rationale are discussed.
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Figure 1-1 Classification of plasmas[8].
Based on the source of plasma, it can be catogorized mainly into two types; first,
naturally occuring plasma such as generated in the lighting, sun and interstaller space
and second, labortory plasma like fusion plasma, plasma display panels (PDPs) and
lighting devices. Figure 1-1 illustrates the wide range of electron densities and
temperature that are encountered in nature as well as in the laboratory. Plasmas
generated in laboratory are usually classified on the basis of density-temperature plane;
therefore, the two major regims are high temperature plasma (HTP) and low
temperature plasmas (LTP). High temperature plasmas (HTP) has been typically
characterized by high temperature (T ≥ 108 k) and high density of charge particle (≥
1014 cm-3). Further, HTP having highest electron temperatures are classified as
relativistic plasmas while that with highest electron densities are called quantum
plasmas. HTP research is primarily aimed towards fusion reactions i.e. triggering and
controlling fusion plasmas. Low-temperature plasmas (LTP) occupy a relatively larger
portion of the density-temperature plane; the electron densities range from 105 to 1010
cm-3 while temperatures range from 102 to 105 K. These plasmas usually have large
thermal kinetic energy as compared to the mean coulomb interaction energy.
Subsequently, charged particle interactions are typically weak, electrons frequently
make collisions with neutrals and the ionization degree is highly variable. The LTP has
largely contributed to the list of plasma applications; the wide and tunable temperature
range of plasma species permit to heat, burn, cut, coat, melt and grow materials from
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given macroscopic samples to the micro- and nano- scale for many practical
applications [3].
On the bases of thermodynamic equilibrium among species of the plasma, it can
also be classified as local thermodyanicm equilibrium (LTE) plasma and non-local
thermal equilibrium (non-LTE) plasma. The distinctive characteristics of LTE plasma
include; small fraction of the gas is ionized, heavy particles and electrons are almost at
the same temperature, plasma is locally neutral, species follow Boltzmann and
Maxwellian velocity distribution functions. Moreover, there exists an equilibrium
between all radiative and collisions processes in the plasma [9]. For non-LTE plasma,
the temperature ranges for electron and heavy particles such as neutral molecules, ions,
etc. are significantly disperate. Consequently, the collisions between heavy particles
and electrons are inelastic in nature. Moreover, the Maxwell distributions are seldom
observed. The electron density for non-LTE is usually lower than LTE plasmas (1019
m-3 vs. 1021-1026 m-3). Most of the above mentioned plasma applications such as
material processing in microelectronic industry, medical and environmental
applications, plasma display panels, several lamps (like halogens lamps, fluorescent
lamps, electrodeless lamps, high pressure arc lamps etc.), are based on non-LTE
plasmas. In this work, our focus is on the study of non-LTE plasmas.

General Plasma Properties and Transport of Plasma
Species
In order to generate and sustain low temperature non-LTE plasmas for industrial
applications, a field is usually applied to a neutral gas. This applied field results in the
formation of charge carriers (electrons, ions). In low temperature plasmas, electrons are
very important and are responsible for generation of reactive species inside the plasma
reactor. Electrons being the lighter specie is very efficient in absorbing energy from the
externally applied field and ions being heavy particle usually have the same temperature
as that of the feed gas. These energetic electrons collide with atoms or molecules in
the feed gas to create reactive species such as ions, radicals, and excited neutrals. These
reactive species are then used for plasma processing technology of the choice [10]–
[12] . As mentioned above the electron being a light particle are accelerated to high
velocities and higher energies (several electron volts). The average velocity of electron
known as thermal velocity and is given by:
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vth 

8k BTe
m

(1-1)

where ‘ k B ’ is the Boltzmann constant and ‘ Te ’ is the average electron temperature.
The average distance travelled by an electron before it collides with another
plasma species is called electron mean free path. It strongly depends on the speed
(kinetic energy i.e temperature) of the particle as well as on the gas pressure inside the
plasma reactor. The mean free path (mfp) as a function of gas pressure and electron
temperature is given by

mfp 

k BTe
2 d 2 P

(1-2)

here ‘ P ’ is the reactor pressure and ‘ d ’ is the diameter for the species.
An electron can collide with another gas species many time in unit time. The
number of collision in unit time represents collision frequency and intensely depends
on the pressure and temperature of the gas. The collision frequency of particle ‘A’ with
particle ‘B’ is given by:

vcol  nB AB

In Equation (1-3)
and

8kBT
 AB

(1-3)

nB is the density of ‘B’ specie,  AB is the reaction cross section, mA

mB are the masses of particle ‘A’ and ‘B’ , and  AB 

mA mB
is the reduced
mA  mB

mass.
When a power source of certain frequency ( i.e.13.56 MHz or above) is applied
to a plasma, an oscillating field is produced. The electrons being light particles
following the oscillating field very quickly, overshoot their equilibrium position and
continue to start oscillation back and forth. Ions are heavy and cannot follow the
oscillating field and feels only the time-averaged field. This fundamental oscillation of
electrons is known as oscillation frequency and is by [13].
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where ‘ ne ’, ‘ m ’ and ‘ e ’ are the density , mass and charge of electron respectively. In
units of frequency, it can be written as

f p  9 ne (1012 cm3 ) Hz

(1-5)

This is called the electron plasma frequency and depends only on the density of
electrons also called plasma density.
The electrons and ions densities for the capacitive couple plasmas (CCPs)
and/or inductive coupled plasmas (ICPs) under study (in HBr/Ar or HBr/He) are
typically of the order of 1014-1016 m-3. Using these values, the plasma frequency for
electron is found to be roughly 9 ×108 Hz while for HBr+ ion it is about 3 ×106 Hz. As
mentioned above, at an operating frequency of 13.65 MHz or above, only electrons are
able to follow the osciallating field due to its lower mass, while the ions only feel the
time averaged field values. The electrons accelerated by the fields achieve enough
velocities and therefore the flux ( ne v ) of electrons towards the reactor walls are very
high due to which electrons should be lost at the reactor walls very quickly. This results
in a negative potential on the reactor walls and leads to the formation of a sheath region.
The thickness of the sheath region is described by the fundamental scale length in a
plasma called Debye length and is given by [13].

d 

 0 kBTe
ne e2

(1-6)

where ‘  0 ’ is the permeability of free space. In the sheath region there is a net positive
space charge and the condition of charge neutrality is not valid. This net space positive
charge cause a restoring force which slows down further electrons, but accelerate ions
towards the reactor walls, until the flux of ions equals the flux of electrons. To keep
charge-neutrality in the bulk plasma, the plasma potential should be positive which
results in an energy of 10-20 eV for positive ions to accelerate towards the reactor wall
or wafer through the sheath. Particles can also flow due to density gradient from higher
8
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to lower concentration i.e. diffusion due to concentration gradient. The diffusion
phenomena is described by Fick’s law.

i   Dni

(1-7)

where ‘D’ is the diffusion coefficient ( m2 s 1 ) and ‘  i ’ is the flux of ith species. The
diffusion coefficient has two parts i.e. the free diffusion ‘ D free ’ and the interaction
diffusion ‘ Dij ’ and is given as [14].

1
1
1


D D free Dij

(1-8)

The free diffusion coefficient ‘ D free ’ is related to the thermal velocity ‘ vth ’ of the
particle and to the “effective reactor dimensions  ” by the following formula:

D

vth 
3

(1-9)

where “  ” strongly depends on the size and geometry of the reactor[15]. The
interaction diffusion ‘ Dij ’ is the diffusion of a specie ‘ i ’ in a “background” of specie

' j ' ’ and is given by[16].
3 3
3 2 k BT ij
Dij 
16 P ij2 ij  ij

(1-10)

The above equation and the collision between particles (considered as sphere here) is
based on the Lenard-Jones potential. Here, ij  ij represent the diffusion collision
integral which is a function of temperature as well as Lenard-Jones potential [17].

Plasma Sources
The field of LTP (also called gas discharge plasma) has been attracting growing interest
in the recent years presumably due to the flexibility to manipulate large number of
chemical reactions. Specifically, the reactions are tunned by exploiting one or more
components of the plasma sources towards a large variety of gas discharge plasmas; the
9
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four essential components of any plasma source include the vacuum system (for
adjusting pressure), the chemical (i.e. gas) input handling system (for controlling gas
mixture ratio), the cooling system (for temperature control) and the discharge power
source (for plasma generation).
The frequently used plasma sources in semiconductor industry include
Capacitive Coupled Plasma (CCP), Inductivie Coupled Plasma (ICP), micro-wave
induced plasma (MIP), dielectric barrier discharge (DBD), cornona discharge,
magnetron discharge, etc. The plasmas generally used in the semiconductor industry
are radio-frequency (RF) and microwave (MW) plasmas. Most RF plasma sources
operate in the frequency range of f   / 2

1  100 MHz which corresponds to the

wave length   300  3 m; this wavelength is usually larger than the dimensions of the
plasma reactors. The power coupling in RF plasma discharge is usually accomplished
in two different ways; Capacitively Coupled Plasma (CCPs) discharges which is also
known as reactive ion etchers (RIEs) and Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICPs)
discharges also called Transformer Coupled Plasma discharges TCPs. Detail
description of these plasma sources has been provided below.
Although, plasma based technologies are belived to offer distinctive advantages
and improved quality over the conventional approches, there is still much room for
improvement. To this end, the underlying principles of physics and chemistry need to
be thouroughly investigated and understood. Typical plasma sources used for material
processing in semiconductor industry must have the following few important
characteristics.
(i).

Uniformity: The plasma processing of a given semiconductor wafer should be
uniform throuhout. That said, the temperature, density and potential of the
plasma must be uniform, otherwise some regions (typically edges) of the treated
wafer will suffer from substandard processing, eventually compromising the
quality of the end product.

(ii).

Stability: The plasma source should be stable (i.e. no output fluctuations in
time) so that the etching/ deposition profile should be uniform.

(iii).

Controllability: Ideally the important plasma parameters such as plasma
density, the potential across the sheaths, etc. should be tunned independeltly so
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that the conditions for the given processe taking place on the wafer surface
should be optimised.

Capacitively Coupled Plasma Sources
Capacitive Coupled Plasma sources (CCPs) are commonly used in the semiconductor
industry for applications like thin layer deposition, dielectric etching, microelectronics
fabrication, reactive ion etching (RIEs) and surface modification [13], [18], [19]. The
setup for CCP discharge, schematic is shown in Figure (1-2), consists of two parallel
metallic plates separated by a distance L  z , typically few centimeter. In single
frequency capacitive discharge, one of the electrodes is connected to an RF source,
called the powered electrode, while the other electrode is typically grounded. The walls
of the reactor are made of metal which also act as grounded electrode resulting in much
larger area of the grounded electrode as compared to the powered electrode. It is
noteworthy that this large difference in the areas of both electrodes have significant role
in defining the profile of potential distribution and subsequently the ions energy
distributions (IED) at the surfaces. Generally, the substrate (wafer) to be processed
(etched or deposit) is placed on one electrode, feedstock gases(i.e. input/working gases
like He, HBr etc.) are allowed to enter through shower head and the vacuum pump is
used to remove effluent gases from the reactor. For instance, in a simple configuration
the substrate is placed on the powered electrode at a very low pressure to etch the
substrate material and is referred as reactive ion etcher (RIE). In a CCP reactor, the
typically range of gas pressure is 1 - 103 Pa, the frequency range is 1-100MHz, the
electron densities are in the range of 109-1010 cm-3 and can be further increased to 1011
cm-3 at higher frequencies [20].
For the operational mechanism, an RF voltage is applied to CCP reactor that
produces an oscillating electric field perpendicular to the electrode surface. A sheath is
automatically formed near the electrodes to keep the plasma neutral. A large negative
self-biased voltage is developed on the powered electrode that helps the ions to gain
enough energy (few hundered eV) before reaching the powered electrode. These
energetic ions can cause etching or effective sputtering of the electrode and can also be
used for the sputtering of insulating materials. At higher pressures the self-biased
voltage and hence the ion bombardment energy decreases. For most applications, high
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ion bombardment energy is required and hence low pressure is needed for such
applications.

Figure 1-2 Schematic of (a) single capacitive discharge (b) dual frequency CCP.
It is highly desired to control the ion energy and flux towards the substrate
individually. However, this goal cannot be achived with single frequency CCP source;
thereby, dual-frequency CCP sources (DF-CCP) are being used in the semiconductor
industry [21], [22]. The DF-CCP sources make use of two generates at different
frequencies and provide independent control of plasma density and ion bombardment
energy. Specifically, the low frequency component is applied to the electrode that hold
the wafer for controlling the shape of the ion energy and the angular distribution of the
ions. The high frequency component is used to control the plasma density. These
sources are operated at a pressure of 10-1000 mTorr with a small discharge gap i.e. 13 cm respectively.

Inductively Coupled Plasma Sources
The production of Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) is caused by the application of
magnetic flux which is induced by an external RF coil (called antenna or transformer)
in accordance with Faraday’s law. As the magnetic field oscillates, it generate an
electric field, which accelerates the free electrons to sustain the plasma [23]. The
direction of induced electric field is such that the current it produces oppose the
magnetic field oscillations. Consequently, the acceleration of the charged particles in
the plasma follow exactly the same profile as in the coil but in opposite directions. Since
the charged particles in the ICP source are accelerated by electromagnetic induction;
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hence the name “Inductively Coupled Plasma”. High density plasma (1011-1012 cm-3)
can be produced with the help of ICP plasma source at the driving frequency in the
rangee 1- 100 MHz.
The ICP reactor exists in different geometries. The most common geometries
used are planar coil and cylinderical coil. Specifically, a planar coil is used on the top
of the plasma chamber for the planar geometry while a cylindrical coil is wound around
the chamber for cylinderical geometry. The ICP reactor with a planar geometry is also
recognized as transformer coupled plasma (TCP) reactor [13] as shown in Figure 1-3.
However, all ICPs stage the major advantage of electrode-free plasmas which is the
essential requirement for the production of pure plasma.

Figure 1-3 ICP reactor cross section with a planar coil on top of the reactor
chamber, also known as TCP.
On the basis of gas pressure, the ICPs sources can be classified into low
pressure, high pressure and intermediate pressure plasma sources. The low pressure
ICPs are typically operating at 0.1 to several Pascal and are used for material
processing. At low pressure, the ion mean free path (mfp) is very large (see Equation
1-2) and therefore anisotropic angular distribution can be achieved at the wafer surface.
Low pressure ICP offers many advanages such as its initiation, generation and
diagnostics is relatively easy. The ICPs operate at atmospheric pressure are used for
elemental analysis where as the ICPs uses for lighting work are usually operate at
intermediate pressure. The high pressures ICPs operate above 1 atm. Since high voltage
initiation is typically required to initial the start-up, the ignition of the discharge is
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challenging; several techniques such as rf-hybrid plasma torch and dc arc jet are used
to initiate the discharge. On the other hand, the high temperature and reaction activity
of high pressure ICP are exploited for important applications such as thin films
deposition, material processing, waste materials destruction, disposal of harmful gases
etc. [20], [24].

Plasma Modelling Techniques
The behavior of plasmas is generally very complex in the sense that many different
interactions among plasma species i.e. neutrals, ions, and excited species simultenously
take place inside plasma, enabling the measurement of all particle dynamics and
interactions extremly challenging. Further, it is practically very difficult to measure the
plasma density and temperature for such complicated systems. Alternatively, as the
dimensions of the plasma source reduces, the probe techniques for such measurements
turn impractical. To cope with these experimental challenges, plasma modeling and
simulation have been adopted to explore plasma sources and investigate the impact of
important parameters. Specifically, a wide range of geometries, temporal and spatial
dependent parameters, isotropic and anisotropic effects can be probed and optimised
with the help of modeling and simulation prior to experimental implementation in the
industry. Numerical modelling of plasmas has thereby become a valuable tool for
understanding the underlying physics in the low temperture discharge, the complex
spatiotemporal plasma dyanamics, physico-chemical processes and optimizing the
character of plasma.
Modeling and simulation have the potential to foresee the end product of plasma
processing and thereby have become an integral part of the industry. From a practical
standpoint, the following phenomenon, at the minimum, should be addressed in
designing a comprehensive plasma model [25].
(i).

The equations of continuity (mass, momentum and energy) for charged and
neutral species.

(ii).

The profile of electric and magnetic fields inside the reactor volume.

(iii).

Velocity distribution function for all species under different operating
conditions.

(iv).

The transport of species in the sheath regions near the electrodes.
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(v).

The energy distribution and angular profile of the electrons, neutrals and ions
bombarding the substrate surface.

(vi).

Surface chemistry, which include especially the ion-assistant etching and
reactions, sticking, recombination, and polymerization (growth of thin film)
reactions that usually occure on the wafer surface and evolves with time.

(vii).

Feature profile evolution. The microfeature (trench) shape evolution during
depostion, sputtereing and/or etching with time should be incorporated in the
simulation.
The output of the plasma models based on the above outline will provide

quantitative information about important parameters and processes such as charged and
neutral particles kinetics, radiation transport, volume and surface interactions, Maxwell
equations, etc. It is noteworthy that the output of any plasma model is the tradeoff
between precision and cost (in terms of computational time and price). Specifically,
including the exact geometries of the plasma sources (which is typically very complex)
and large number of simultenous interactions among plasma particles and with the
substarte surfaces adds to the output precision but makes the model extremely
challenging; such models are focused by many researchers globally.
Presently, different mathematical models are available to predict the plasma
behavior under specific set of operating conditions; each of these models have its own
set of advantages and shortcomings. The list of most common plasma models include
analytical models, global models, Boltzmann models, fluid models, particle-in-a-cell
models, hybrid models, Monte Carlo models, etc. We provide a brief discussion of these
models here, followed by more detailes of the models used in this work in chapter 2.

Analytical Models
Analytical models constitute one of the simplest set of models to study the generalized
behavior of plasma in one dimension [26], [27]. These models are based on analytical
relations whose solution provide insight to the plasma properties as a function of
macroscopic quantities. For instance, most analytical models are capable to determine
the plasma density, electron temperature and current-voltage characteristics as a
function of known parameters like applied voltage, gas pressure, frequency and
electrode spacing. The major advantage offered by analytical models is their short
computation time for the prediction of plasma properties. However, due to the use of
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approximate solution of the underlying equations in the models, the accuracy and
precision of the output results are compromised.

Global or Zero-Dimensional Models
This model calculates the average spatial properties of plasma by solving a set of
balanced equations which are based on the production and consumption of the species
by the chemical reactions [28], [29]. The global models of plasma are considered as the
most basic and primary models that computes the plasma properties with no reference
to the position. These models are required very short computation time and are suitable
for describing complex chemistries. The major limitation of the global model is that it
provide no information on the transport of the plasma properties.

Boltzmann Models
This model is based on the solution of Boltzmann equation [30] that describes the
evolution of a distribution function

   v. f

 fi r ,v, t
t

r i

fi (r, v, t) ,

as given by
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(1-11)
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where ‘ v ’ and ‘ a ’ are the velocity and acceleration of ‘ ith ’ species at a certain location

r and “ Col ” is the collision term. For probing accurate properties of the given plasma,
the above equation has to be solved for all the species present in the plasma. However,
solving Boltzmann equation for all species is significantly challenging and demands for
large computation time; thereby some approximations are usually made for the solution
of Boltzmann equation [31].

Fluid Models
This model is based on the assumption that plasma can be considered as a
fluid/continuum and its behavior can be explored with the help of equations of
hydrodynamics [32]–[34].

Specifically, the equations of continuity for mass,

momentum and energy are solved for all plasma species which characterize the plasma
in terms of local parameters such as the particle densities, momentum, velocity,
temperature and energies of the species; it may be noted that these are the average
properties of plasma species rather than the individual properties. Consequently, the
fluid model is relatively fast technique for calculating the complex chemistry system.
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In case of the electrostatic simulation, the Poisson equation is coupled with Boltzmann
equation to obtain information about the self-consistent electric field (i.e. the field
distribution is determined self-consistently through the solution of Poisson’s equation).
It is noteworthy that the fluid models are subject to considerable restrictions if
the transport of electron energy has significant impact on the discharge behavior. Driftdiffusion (D-D) approximation for the electron velocity distribution function has been
used to overcome some of these restrictions [6], [35]–[37]. Moreover, various
approaches have been adopted to solve the system of fluid equations like explicit finite
difference method and implicit method [38]–[40]. In particular, the explicit finite
difference method assumes that the time step is small and thereby simulation time is
large while a longer time step is used in implicit method to reduce the simulation time
[41]; longer time step limits the accuracy of the model.

Monte Carlo (MC) Models
Monte Carlo (MC) is a stochastic technique used frequently in many research fileds for
investigation of various problem. MC techniques are based on random walk (i.e.
probability statistics). Specifically, a collection of particles representing the species
population are followed in space and time. Initially, the position and velocity of the
particles are selected in a given reference frame; the trajectory of each particle is then
followed using simple equations of motion and Newton laws.

1
x  x 0  vdt  adt 2
2

(1-12)

v  v 0  adt

(1-13)

where ‘ x 0 ’ is the initial (previous) position and ‘ x ’ is the final (new) position of the
particle, ‘ v 0 ’ is initial velocity, ‘ v ’ is the final or new velocity and ‘ a ’ is the
acceleration of the particle. The acceleration of species particles are calculated from
Newton’s second law, as follows

F  ma
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The resultant force that acts on the charged particle in the combined electric and
magnetic field, called Lorentz force, is given by

Fl  q( E  v0  B)

(1-15)

where ‘ q ’ is the charge on the particle,‘ E ’ and ‘ B ’ are the electric and magnetic fields
which are predefined input in MC technique. Since ‘ E ’ and ‘ B ’ can be considered as
nearly constant for very small time steps (i.e.~ 10-12-10-10 sec), thereby the acceleration
is supposed to remain constant in MC simulation. Practically, the dynamic time steps
are defined in correlation with the operating RF frequency of the power source so that
one RF cycle contain many times steps.
The trajectories of MC particles strongly depends on the force acting on them
as well as on the collision between MC particles. The collision probability based on the
distance s  vt traveled in time step t is defined as

P  1  exp si ni i ( ) 

(1-16)

where ‘ ni ’ is the density of target specie during collision type’ i ’, ‘  i ’ is the cross
section of this collision, and is energy dependent. The extreme values of probability
from the above equation are 0 (no collision) and 1 (definite collision). The decision of
whether collision will happen or not is mde on the basis of null collision method. A
collision occur if a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1 is less than
the collision probability ‘ P ’. If a collision occur, then another random number is
chosen to determine the type of collision. After each collision, the new energy and
trajectory of the particles are defined and updated. When a collision occurs another
random number will be generated which will be again compare with collision
probability ‘ P ’ and hence will define a new reaction type. MC being statistical
method, a large number of particles (several thousands) are followed to reduce the
statistical error and obtain reasonable statistics.

Particle-in-cell Model
As mentioned above, MC method is not self-consistent and hence the electric field
must be predefined. The MC method can be made self-consistent in the so called
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particle in cell –MC simuation. Introduction of particle shape factor, MC collision
technique and boundary conditions lead to the modern PIC techniques which are
applied to low pressure plasmas. Brief description of these techniques is as follows; all
the plasma particles are distributed in the simulation domain initially. The particles
trajectory are tracked by solving Newton-Lorentz equations and the particle’s position
and velocity are updated at each time step. Further, the charge density is also calculated
on specific predefined positions, hence the name “particle-in-cell”. Typically, charge
particles such as ions and electrons are simulated while the background neutrals are
assumed to be distributed uniformly in the PIC model. Moreover, the set of Maxwell
equations is coupled to Newton-Lorentz equations to collect information about the selfconsistent electric or magnetic field. After calculation of the fields, the time step is
advanced for starting the next iteration. PIC approach is a self-consistent method and
capable of accurate measurements, but suffer from very long computational time [42],
[43].

Hybrid Models
Hybrid models are the combination of two or more of the above mentioned modeling
techniques [44]–[46]. Based on the physics and chemistry of the plasma to be modeled,
different hybrid models can be constructed like MC-fluid, PIC-MC and PIC-fluid etc.
For instance, a hybrid model which combine MC technique with PIC model is used for
modeling of low pressure RF plasmas. A hybrid model which combine PIC and fluid
techniques has been frequently used for low pressure plasma discharges. In this hybrid
model, the high speed of fluid simulation is combined with the accurate particle kinetics
of PIC simulation to simulate the plasma as a whole. It apears that the hybrid modeling
combine the advantages of different models while limiting their disadvantages; thereby
hybrid models greatly facilitate towards accurate plasma simulation while keeping the
computational time in prcticle limits. The computational time of hybrid modeling can
be further reduced by using various techniques such as implicit mover, lighter mass
ions, code parallelization, longer time step, different weights for high and low energy
particles and for electrons and ions [47]–[49].

Plasma Reactions
A close look at the plasma would reveal that the energetic electrons frequently collide
with the neutral heavy plasma species to generate new species that include neutrals
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atoms, radicals, ions, excited species and additional electrons to sustain the plasma.
Further, species other than electrons also make collisions with each other, resulting in
a variety of possible reactions. All these collisions make the plasma behavior and
chemistry more complicated. Some important electron-atoms collision processses that
occur in a plasma discharge are briefly discussed below.

Elastic and Inelastic Collision
The type of collision limited to the exchange of only kinetic energy between the
colliding particles is called elastic collision. In such collisions, the internal energy of
the particles do not change, only their speed or direction is altered as shown in Figure
1-4(a). The maximum fraction of the kinetic energy that can be exchanged between
colliding particles is given as [50].

f max 

where

4m1m2
(m1  m2 )2

(1-17)

m1 and m2 are the masses of the colliding particles. Since the mass of electron

is negligibly small compared to all other species in the plasma, therefore electronparticle collision can be viewed as elastic collision.

Figure 1-4 Schematic of elastic collision (a) electron impact ionization (b).
During inelastic collision, the potential energy between colliding particles is
also exchanged which can modify the electronic structure of the neutral species. In this
case, ions and excited species could be created. Some well-known examples of the
electron-atom inelastic collision processes are the ionization, excitation, and
dissociation which are discussed briefly below.
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Ionization
For the ionization reaction, an energetic electron collides with an atom,completely
ejecting one or more of its electrons resulting in extra electron(s) and ion. These
reaction have maximum threshold energies than all other reactions. We used the
following modes of ionization in our simulation.
(i).

Electron impact ionization: When energetic electron collides with a neutral
atom and produces an ion and an electron, the reaction is known as electron
impact ionization reaction (Figure 1-4(b)). For example, the electron impact
ionization reaction of He to produce Hellium ion He+ and electron is

e  He  He  e  e

(1-18)

The threshold energy of incident electron for this specific reaction to overcome
the energy barrier for ionization is 24.54 eV. In plasma, typically the heavy
species are nearly at room temperature and can not attain such high energies, so
ionization mostly occur by electron impact.
(ii).

Penning ionization: This reaction refers to the interaction between an excited
specie and a ground state molecule. Specifically, the reaction between excited
species with high internal energy compared to the ionization potential of the
ground state molecule result in ionization of ground state molecule. For
example, when an excited Ar atom (with internal energy of 11.60 eV) collide
with Cl2 molecule (ionization energy 11.47 eV), ionization of Cl2 take place.

Ar * Cl2  Ar  Cl2  e

(1-19)

The following penning ionization reaction have been included in our simulation
of HBr/He plasma discharge.

He *  H 2  He  H 2  e

(1-20)

He *  HBr  He  HBr   e

(1-21)

This process is also known as “Metastable neutral ionization”.
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(iii).

Charge transfer ionization reaction: Charge can be transfered in the collision
between a charged and neutral atom (molecule). For example, the charge
transfer from He+ to HBr is
He  HBr  He  HBr 

(1-22)

where He+ (ionization energy of 24.54 eV) donates its charge to HBr (ionization
energy of 12.74 eV).

Excitation
In this process an energetic electron collide with an atom (molecule) to move the
electron of that atom (molecule) from the lower to high energy states. The different
forms of excitations are rotational, vibrational and electronic excitation. Rotational and
vibrational excitations have lower energy thresholds than electronic excitation and
thereby these reactions can occur frequently. For example, the electron impact
rotational and vibrational excitation of H2 has a threshold energy of 0.04-0.07 eV and
0.52-1 eV, respectively and are given as

e  H 2  e  H 2*( rot )

(1-23)

e  H 2  e  H 2*(vib)

(1-24)

Similarly, the electron impact electronic excitation of H2 to H2* has a threshold energy
of 19.80 eV and is given by

e  H 2  e  H 2*(elec)

(1-25)

A molecule (H2, HBr etc) can be excited to different excited states (electronic,
rotational or vibrational excitation) whereas an atom (Ar, He etc) can only be
electronically excited due to electon impact reactions. During rotational or vibrational
excitations, electrons transfer a significant energy to the molecules and hence the
average energy of electron is reduced in a discharge. For the same operating conditions,
the average energy of electron is usually smaller in a molecular plasma compare to an
atomic plasma. Typically, all three types of excited states co-exists for a single atom
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(molecule) in plasma; however, only the most common excited states will be included
in the simulation process (as explained in section 3.4 & 3.5 in chapter 3).

Dissociation
In dissociation reactions, the energy of the incident electron is sufficient to break the
chemical bond(s) of the target molecule and yield atomic species. After the required
threshold energy, the occurance probability of this process continues to grow with the
electron energy. The dissociation of HBr molecule by electron impact collision process
is given as
e  HBr  e  H  Br

(1-26)

The threshold energy for this reaction is ~ 6 eV, while H-Br bond energy is ~ 3.8 eV.
Typically this process have lower threshold energies as compare to ionization and
thereby mostly liable for the production of chemically active species in the plasmas.
Some common types of dissociation reactions are provided below.
(i).

Dissociative electron attachment: In this process the electron attached to
dissociative products to form a negative ion, as can be seen in the following
example

e  HBr  Br   H

(ii).

(1-27)

Dissociative recombination: In this process the captured of an electron by a
molecule result in the dissociation of the molecule, for example

e  HBr   Br  H

(1-28)

Beside these two common types of dissociation (which are included in the
simulation of this study) other less common dissociation type like auto
detachment, polar dissociation and dissociative detachment, etc. also exists.

Neutralization
This type of reaction involves the removal/ neutralization of charge from charged
specie. In the plasma reactor, this type of reaction can either take place through ion-ion
collision happens or at the walls of the reactor. Specifically, there is always certain
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probability for combining of positive and negative ions resulting in neutral species. For
example

Br   HBr   Br  HBr

(1-29)

Neutralization due to the electron impact recombination is highly exothermic and
thereby occurs less frequently. Moreover, the ion-ion recombination is expected to be
a dominant process for the loss of negative ions in the low pressure, low temperature
plasmas and therefore included in the simulation presented in this work.

Chemical Reactions of Heavy Particles in Plasma
There is always centain probability for generation of new plasma species whenever two
or more heavy plasma species collide with each other. For instance, H, Br, He+, HBr+
He* and other reaction products are produced in HBr/He plasma as a result of the above
mentioned interactions. The formation of H2 from the reaction of H and HBr is
illustrated as

H  HBr  H 2  Br

(1-30)

The reaction rate coefficient of this and all other relavent reactions will be discussed in
sections 3.4 & 3.5 respectively.

Plasmas Processing Technologies Used for Industrial
Applications
Plasma processing is one of the key technologies for microelectronic fabrications in the
semiconductor industry [13]. Specifically, plasma is primarily used for the etching of
Si/SiO2 using F, Cl and Br containing gas mixtures. Plasma processing also facilitates
the deposition of thin metal films (like copper, tungston) or dielectric materials (like
silicon-nitride films) and surface modifications [51]. In general, it is believed that low
temperature, low pressure plasmas are used for about 30% of all wafer processing steps
including testing and packaging [52], [53]. Presently, the plasma etching and deposition
approaches are the most commonly used technologies for high resolution wafer
processing.
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Table 1-1 Some applications of plasma technology.
Flat-Panel Displays
 Plasma display Panels
 Field-emitter arrays

Chemical synthesis
 Plasma spraying
 Ceramic powders
 Diamond film depostion
Medicine
 Sterilization
 Surface treatments

Semiconductors
 Plasma etching
 Deposition
 Sputtering, ashing etc

Radiation Processing
 Plant growth
 Water purifications
Light sources
 High intensity discharge lamps
 Low pressure lamps

Surface treatments
 Ions implantation
 Welding
 Cutting etc.
Others





Enviromental applications
Isotpose separations
Lasers
Material analysis etc

Plasma Etching
Surface cleaning and removing of contamination from a given substrate surface is one
of the most important processing steps for the manufacturing of integrated circuits
(ICs); plasma etching, either selective or anisotropic is an efficient process to this end.
Specifically, high temperature is achived by the reaction of plasma species with
substrate surface (typically Si, SiO2 etc.) resulting in the formation of volatile products.
However, the beauty of plasma proccessing is that a high etch rate can be obtained even
at low substrate temperatures. The main objective of plasma etching process is to
acquire high etching rate, uniformity, selectivity, anisotropy and no radiation damage
to the substrate. These parameters are briefly discussed below:
Etching rate is the amount of contamination removed from the wafer in a given period
of time. The etch rate can be calculated by measuring the thickness of the film to be
etched before and after the etch process and dividing the thickness difference by the
etched time.
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Etching uniformity refers to the spatial uniformity of the etching process througout
the wafer. A large wafer surface allows to fabricate many devices in the same
processing time, which helps to minimize the cost per chip. However, etching
uniformity present a challenge for large wafer surfaces. To increase etching uniformity,
a basic understanding of different plasma reactors as well as a good knowledge of the
plasma behavior is essential, which can be provided by numerical simulation.

Figure 1-5 Simple schematic of (a) anisotropic, (b) non-selective and (c) isotropic
etching.
Etching selectivity means that the relative etching rate of one material is prefrentially
high as compared to other material. From a practical stand point, the etchant gases are
chosen in such a way to maximize the etching of underlying film while minimizing the
etching of the mask. For instance, prefrentially high etching rate for silicon and low
etching rate of mask, as shown in Figure 1-5(a), is desired. Figure 1-5(b) shows the
non-selective ething process. Etching selectivity is particularly important when the
underlying film is very thin (like gate oxide) or the uniformity of the etching process is
compromised.
Anisotropic etching refers to the etching in a specific direction. Typically, anisotropic
etching is exersized when etching of the substrate is faster in one particular direction
compared to all other directions, as shown in Figure 1-5(a). One particular application
of anisotropic etching is the “undercutting” where the etched material (Si here) is
removed from the underneath of the mask (Figure 1-5(c)).
For completeness, chemical etching is generally highly selective and isotropic.
Indeed, halogens (X= F, Cl, Br) will etch Si by forming volatile etch products SiX4.
Conversely, physical etching (sputtering) strongly depends on the ions bombardment
energy and is highly anisotropic and non-selective; there is a tradeoff between
selectivity and anisotropy. Consequently, an adequate balance between chemical and
physical etching is required. This non-equilibrium nature of plasma processing is
illustrated by the labortory data in Figure 1-6 which shows the silicon etch rate in the
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XeF2 etchant gas. The etch rate with only etchant gas or Ar ion bombardment is very
low. With the addition of Ar ions bombardement to XeF2 gas, the silicon etch rate
increases, simulating plasma-assisted etching. Various operating input parameters like
gas mixture ratio, pressure, power, substrate bias etc. can be tunned towards the desire
etch phenomena. Usually inert gases like Ar or He are added to HBr, Cl2 and other feed
gases for etching to enhance the etching process.

Figure 1-6 Experimental demonstration of ion-enhanced plasma etching[54].

Plasma Deposition
Typically, specie are deposited on a given surface either by sputtering or Plasma
Assisted Chemical Vapor Depositin (PACVD). In the sputtering process, particles from
a given target material is ejected by vaporization with the help of ion bombardment and
then allowed to settle (deposit) on the given substrate (usually silicon wafer). The DC
sputtering is usually preferred for elemental metals due to large sputter rates. For
plasma deposition, the plasma sources are used to dissociate the molecules to generate
reactive neutrals, ions and radicals which are then deposited on the wafer. RF plasma
is commonly used for depositing silicon dioxide.

Aim of The Work & Thesis Layout
Numerous interatctions among different species of plasma such as electrons, ions,
radical and neutrals complicate the study of plasma behavior; however, such study is
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essentially required to control plasma chemistry, wafer surface chemistry, and physical
properties of ions reaching the wafer surface for optimal use of plasma in the
microelecrtonics industry. Singinicant efforts in terms of experiments, modelling and
simulation have been made towards this goal (optimization of etching rate). For
instance, electrical probes has been used to investigate the process (etching or
deposition etc.) condtions; however, evaporation of the probe material at elevated
temperature can potentially contiminate the plasma process thereby limiting the use of
such probes in practical applications . Alternatively, non-invasive diagnostics methods
such as Energy and Mass Spectroscopy (EMS), Self Excited Resonance Spectroscopy
(SEERS), Optical Emission Spectroscpoy (OES) are capable to provide valuable
informations; however, all these techniques have the shortcoming of providing the
averaged values for quantities like electron density, temperature, etc.
Modeling and simulation of plasma are likely to have the potential for efficient
and effective study of various plasma parameters that play important role in
semiconductor industry. Such modelling techniques are also capable to help
interpretation of the available experimental data. In order to interpret the experimental
results, the knowledge about the electron density distribution inside the plasma
discharge is required. This underline the very close relationship between diagnostics
and modeling techniques. For different diagnostic methods, differnet models are
required in order to derive physical quantities from raw data. However, a variety of
different input parameters such as reactions rates, excitations and ionization cross
sections, emission rate coefficients, etc. are required for the plasma proccesses,
modeling and simulation. Furthermore, the quantities which can be measured directly
and can be spatially resolved such as the electron density, potential distribution,
electron mean energy, etc. are essential for callibration of new models. Unfortunately
the availibility of such data is limited for a large number of materials (i.e. gases like
HBr) and thereby it is highly challenging to compare the simulation results with
experimental data. Further, it is considerably hard to obtain real time information on
the plasma properties during etching or deposition process experimentally. That said,
numerical modeling and simulation is an intresting alternative tool to investigate plasma
properites and study the details of etching or depositon mechanism.
The goal of this work is to identify the most dominant and active species in HBrbased plasmas and to obtain a better understanding of etching process in HBr based
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plasmas using numerical simulation and to validate these modeling and simulation
techniques through experimental data. Specifically, in chapter 2, we start with an
overview of different apporaches for modelling low temperature plasma discharges in
case of Capacitively Coupled (CCP) and Inductively Coupled Plasmas (ICP). More
emphasis are placed on fluid models for CCP discharge. A hybrid model called hybrid
plasma equipment model (HPEM), a combination of fluid and particle based
approaches, has been used to study ICP/TCP plasma in the context of Si etching. In
chapter 3, the input data and reaction sets for both fluid and hybrid models are
presented. The fluid model results are discussed in chapter 4. The most important
reactions and dominant etchant species in HBr based plasmas using fluid model for
CCP reactor has been identified. The effect of pressure and gas mixtrue ratio on the
density distribution profile of etchant species is also investigated. The influence of
buffer gas on the flux and density distribution of the active speices has been explored
using time-averaged reaction rate calculations. In chapter 5, the results obtained from
hybrid model HPEM for ICP are presented. Subsequently, the surface modification of
wafer, Si etching proccess and the Si etching rate has been investigated with different
gas mixture ratio (HBr/He) using 2D hybrid model. Afterwards, the simulation results
are compared and validated by expereimental data. The input parameters for the
simulation with relevant references are also provided. Finally, the sensitivity of the
model to given input parameters has been investigated.
This study is helpful in understanding the HBr bulk plasma and the etching of Si
using HBr mixture gases. By combining and comparing the experimental data (etch
rate) with simulation results, more information can be obtained to understand the
uderliyng physics and chemistry of the Si etch rate . This is eventualy useful for
anisotropic etch profile.
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2 Discreption of the Simulation Models

This chapter describes the simulation models used in this PhD work. We have used a
fluid model along with a hybrid model for the simulation of different plasma sources.
A detailed descreption of the fluid model as well as the numerical scheme to solve these
fluid equations used in our code are described. A description of HPEM and its main
modules is also given in this chapter.

2.1 Introduction
Semiconductor devices has opened new avenues in the arena of modren electronic
industry and poised significant impact human life by revotionalizing several industries
such as communication, information technology (IT), high speed computers, medical
equipments, robotics, space technology, consumer electronics, etc. Research and
education use semiconductors to perform a wide variety of tests, measurements, and
other experimental tasks pertaining to rectification, oscillation, amplification,
switching, timing, sensing, etc. Modem military equipments such as radars, data
processing and display units, aircraft guidance and control systems are heavily loaded
with semiconductor devices. It can be concluded that semiconductors are extensively
used in commercial products, industry, research and education, public health, and
military due to their better performance in terms of efficiency, light weight, lower cost,
environment friendly nature, and longer life span.
Plasma processing has become an integral part of the semiconductor industry.
Although, the primary use of plasma in microelectronics industry is in the fabrication
of semiconductor chips, it has been also extensively used for important processing steps
such as surface etching, thin layer deposition, low-temperature surface cleaning, chip
packaging and circuit board manufacturing; each of these plasma process offer
distinctive advatages as compared to the conventional techniques. For instance, plasma
etching offer superior characteristics such as high anisotropy, high uniformity, high
etching rates, high selectivity along with high-yield and low-cost, contrarily to the
previous etching techniques (e.g. wet, chemical, etc.). Nevertheless, current studies are
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directed towards optimization of plasma processing to further enhance the products
quality at a more affordable cost.
Plasma modeling and simulation have the potential to benefit semiconductor
industry in terms of optimizing plasma processing. To this end, the basic structure of
plasma modeling necessary towards practical objectives of the industry has been
established. Nonetheless, low temperature plasma processing is relatively unexplored.
Plasma processing at low temperature is attracting growing interests due to many
important applications in the industry. For example, thin layer deposition of silicon,
silicon dioxide and silicon nitride etc. must be implemented at low temperatures so that
the integrity of the delicate circuit structure is not compromised. Low temperature
plasmas are also finding usage in the cleaning of semiconductors, among others.
Consequently, a comprehensive understanding towards the basic physics and chemistry
of plasma interactions at low temperature is essential to successfully meet the
sophistications for current and future generation microelectronic devices. That said,
high-tech experiments are always expensive and time-consuming; thereby,
computational techniques being less time intensive and cost-effective are capable to
provide a potential atlernate.

2.2 The Fluid Model
The fluid model treats the plasma collectively as a single fluid in 3D configuration
space. Moreover, the species are assumed to move around under the influence of selfconsistent (electric and magnetic) fields. The fluid model describes plasma on the basis
of density, velocity and mean energy of the species and the equations can be derived
from the velocity moments of the Boltzmann equations (i.e. kinetic theory) with some
major approximations [55]. It gives the complete description of a discharge which
accounts for all major physical aspects like transport of plasma species, momentum and
energy, plasma chemistry, fields etc.
To describe the particle balance for different plasma species j (electrons, ions
and neutral), the equation of continuity for mass can be given as

n j
t

  j  Sj
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where n j ,  j and S j represents the density, fluxes and source terms repectively while
the index j indicates the species (electron, ion or neural) in plasma. The source term

S j is the net production or loss rate of plasma species and can be obtained from the
different collisional processes that occur in the plasma. Specifically, when a given
specie is created, its contribution to the source term S j is positive and vice versa. The
source term S j can be given as.

Sj 

c

j ,r

Rr

(2-2)

r

where the index
of species ‘

r

represent a particular reaction, c j , r is the total number of particles

j ’ which are created/lost in the reaction r , and

R is the reaction rate

whose value is directly correlated to the densities of products. For instance, the reaction
rate for two particles having densities n1 and n2 can be written as R  kn1n2 ,
where k is the reaction rate coefficient.
When the driving frequency is less than the momentum transfer collision
frequency, the drift-diffusion (D-D) approximation is used. In the D-D approximation,
the charged particle inertia is neglected so that the mean velocities of charge particles
respond quickly to the electric field. The particle fluxes are obtained by adding a drift
term due to electric field for charge particles and a diffusion term which is due to spatial
density gradient [35]–[37], [41] . Using equation of continuity for momentum, the flux
of jth species (electrons, ions and neutrals) in D-D approximation is given by

 j   D j n j   j n j q j E
where E ( Vm1 ), q j ( C ),

 j ( m2V 1S 1 ) and

(2-3)

D j ( m2 s 1 ) is the electric field, charge,

mobility and diffusion coefficient of the jth specie, respectively. For the neutral species
the drift term due to electric field is absent in the above equaiton.
The solution of transport equations (Equation (2-1) and (2-3)) essentially
require the reaction rate coefficient k , mobility  j and the diffusion coefficient D j
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as input parametes. Generally, these parametes depend on the energy distribution of the
given particles. However, these dependencies are addressed with the help of
approximations. Specifically, the transport coefficients of charged paritcles are
assumed to satisfy the following Einstein relation.

D

k BT 
e

(2-4)

For ions Local field approximation (LFA) is used, which assume that the
particle energy distribution is directly related to electric field E and thereby the rate
coefficient k and transport coefficients ( D,  ) are considered as function of E .
However, poor energy transfer in the electron-neutral collision take place due to large
difference in their masses, consequently the LFA approximation often leads to
unsatisfactory modeling results for electrons. To this end, the rate coefficient k and
transport coefficients ( D,  ) are assumed to be function of the mean energy of
electrons

 . In our simulation (code), these parameters are calculated from the freely

availible software BOLSIG+ [56]. The electron mean energy is considered to be mainly
from random motion and is written as

3
2

  k BTe
The energy balance equation is solved only for electrons and is given by:
n
     S
t

Where ‘ n

(2-5)

 ne ’ is the electron energy density. The electron energy flux ‘  ’ is

given by

5
  e  q
3

(2-6)

Where ‘ q ’ is the heat flux which is proportional to the gradient of mean energy of
electrons according to [57]
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5
q   De ne
3

(2-7)

Using value of heat flux, the electron energy flux equation can now be written as

5
5
  e  De ne
3
3

(2-8)

Substituting equation (2-3) for ‘  e ’ in the above equation, we can write

5
5
   ( Dene  e ne E )  De ne
3
3

(2-9)

5
5
5
   e ne E   Dene  De ne
3
3
3

5
5
   e E ne  De ne
3
3
5
5
   e En  Den
3
3

(2-10)

The electron energy source term ‘ S ’ is given by
S  ee  E  n e   r kr nr

(2-11)

r

In equation (2-11), the first term represents the electron heating by electric field
whereas the second term represents the energy lost during collision, ‘nr’ is the density
of the target particle and ‘  r ’ is the threshold energy for a collision of type ‘ r ’. For a
self-consistent calculation of the electric field, Poisson’s equation is solved
simultaneously along with fluid equations and is given by:
  ( V )   q p n p

(2-12)

The above set of fluid equations are solved by using Finite Difference Method
(FDM) [58]–[60] . The boundary conditions for the particle fluxes towards to the
dielectric surface and to the reactor walls are given by
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 j  n   jnj E  n  nj

vth, j

(2-13)

4

Here ‘ vth ’ represent the thermal velocity and ‘ n ’ is the normal vector which is towards
the wall/surface. To account for the electrons flux due to secondary emission by ion or
metastable impact, a new term is also added to Equation 2-13.

e  n   e ne E  n  ne
where ‘ 
i ,ex

i ,ex

vth ,e
4

 

i ,ex

i ,ex .n

(2-14)

i ,ex

’ is the secondary electron emission coefficient for the particle of type

.
The fluid model used in our work also accounts for the mobility and difusion of

charged species in the background gases. Specifically, low field Langevin mobility
expression is used to calculate the mobility

i , j of the jth ion in the ith background

neutral gas [61], [62] such that

i , j  0.514

Tg
(mi , j i )0.5 Ptot

(2-15)

where ‘ Ptot ’ is the total gas pressure ,’  i ’ is the polarizability of ith gas molecules, ‘
Tg ’ is the gas temperature and ‘ mi , j ’ is the reduced mass. The ion mobility in the

background gas mixture is obtained by using the Blanc’s law,

Ptot

i


i

Pi

i , j

(2-16)

where ‘ Pi ’ is the partial gas pressure of the ‘ith’ background gas component. The ion
diffusion coefficients are calculated by using the Einstein relation,

Dj 

k BTgas
e

j

(2-17)

The diffusion coefficient ‘ Di , j ’ for the ‘jth’ neutral species in the ‘ith’ background
gas component is obtained by using the binary relation [61].
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2 k BTgas
Di , j 

mi , j

3k BTgas
16 Ptot

(2-18)

  D ( )
2
i, j

In Equation (2-18) ‘  D ( ) ’ is the diffusion collision integral with ‘   Tgas /  i , j ’
and  i , j   i   j and  i , j  ( i   j ) / 2 is the binary collision diameter, where ‘  j
’ and ‘  j ’ are the Lenard-Jones parameters. The diffusion coefficient ‘ Di ’ in the
background gas mixture is obtained by using the Blanc’s law similar to Equation (216).
The above equations describe the relation between all important physical quantities in
the bulk plasma.

2.2.1 Numerical Solution of the Fluid Equations
The system of equations describing a given fluid has been presented above (section 22); finite diference method is used to solve these equations numerically where all
physical quatities such as densities, potential, fields, etc. are represented by their values
at discrete set of points in time and space. Specifically, the equation of continuity,
particle flux and energy balance equations are discretized prior to their numerical
solution. Typically, a LINUX based code is used for the numerical solution of these
discretized equations.
A 2-dimensional simulation geometry for CCP reactor used in our simulation is
shown in Figure (2-1). Figure (2-2) represents the computational cell domain. For the
calcualtion of all the physical quantaties (density, field, potential etc) at each grid
points, the fluid equations are first discretize and then solved iteratively. As the
numerical convergence strongly depends on the discretization scheme, hence this step
is very important. When the voltage difference between the two grid points is of the
order or higher than the characteristics energy ( D /  ), then the standard difference
scheme of Equation (2-3) & Equation (2-5) would lead to numerical instability.
Therefore, in this work, the set of finite difference equations are solve numerically with
the semi-implicit Scharfetter-Gummel exponential scheme [41], [63]–[65]. The basic
idea of this scheme is that it assume the species flux is constant between half grid points
and is calculated at the grid points. The electron density is calculated at the centre of
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the cell and the potential is calculated at the grid points as shown in Figure (2-2). This
method has the advantage that the plasma densities can be calculated just in front of the
dielectric surface boundary , which is between on the dielectric surface and the adjacent
plasma. The calculation point of boundary values of plasma densities is shifted to half
grid point ( r / 2 ) or ( z / 2 ) toward the dielectric layer .

R

Z

Figure 2-1 Schematic of the CCP reactor simulation geometry.
The particle flux is interpolated with adjacent two half grid poins as shwon in
Figure (2-2). The particles flux (Equation (2-3)) is integrated and discretized along one
driection (R-direction here) as follow:



1
i
2

 ( sign) i ni Ei 
k
 ni Di


ni Di
r
(2-19)

i

1
2

r




ni Di
r

Where (sign) denoting 1 (ions) , -1 (electron) and 0 (neutral species).

k 1
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r
2
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The analytical integrating between “ i ” and “ i  1 ” leads to the following equation

1
k 1 ni 1 Di 1   1
k 1
i
r i  2
i
2
 e 2
1
k 1 ni Di   1
i
r i  2
2

(2-21)

Where r  i and r  r  i  1,

( sign) 
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Simplifying we get,
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Where
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1
” is located at the grid point and “ r ” is the distance between
2

two consective mesh points as shown in Figure (2-2).
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Figure 2-2 Computational cell geometry. Potential is calculated at grid point and
density and electric field are calculated at the center of cell.
In the sheath and plasma regions, the drift or the diffusion component of the
current density is usually dominant and hence it is advantageous to use implicit
exponential scheme which has high stability in these regions. If a sitution occurs where
the voltage between two adjacent mesh point is very large i.e. k

i

1
2

1 , then Equation

(2-23) approaches the drift flux. On the other hand, if the voltage between adjacent
mesh points is very small i.e.

k

i

1
2

 1 , then Equation (2-23) approaches the

standard diffusion flux. Since an explicit method is used to couple Poisson equation
and fluid equations, therefere the electric field E as well as the source

S i are

calculated at time “ t k ”.
The continuity Equation (2-1 ) is solved using Scharfetter-Gummel method to
calculate the number densities of plasma species It is discriminated/disritized as
follows:
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To integrate the continuity equation, Alternating Direct Implicit (ADI) is used.
ADI method uses two time steps in two dimensions to update the physical quantites
between “ t ” and “ t  t ”. In this method, in the first half time “ t / 2 ”, the integration
sweeps along one direction i.e. R directions while another direction (Z) remains fixed.
At time “ t  t / 2 ” the temporary quantities are updated and ADI method integrate the
continuity equation along another direction (Z-direction) while keeping R direction
fixed between “ t  t / 2 ” and “ t  t ”. Using Equation (2-23) in the above equation
and simplifying, the continuity equation along R-direction can be written as
Ai , j nik1,1j  Bi , j nik,j1  Ci , j nik1,1j  Dik, j

The left side of Equation (2-26) is calculated at time t

~ ~
k 1

(2-26)

and the right side is obtained

from present time “ t k ”. To update the densities at a grid point say “ i ”,the two adjacent
grid points i.e. “ i  1 ” and “ i  1 ”are needed . In above equation Ai , j , Bi , j , Ci , j ,and Di , j
are the coeficients and are given as
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t k t  k
k
Si , j 
 i , j  1 i , j  1 
2
2z 
2
2

Di , j  nik, j 

The matrix representation of Equation (2-26) form a tridiagonal matrix with non-zero
diagonal and two adjacent elements. From the inversion of tridiagonal matrix, the
~ ~

density “ n~ik, j 1 ” can be obtained.
Simillarly, the continuity equation along Z-direction is written as
Ei , j nik, j11  Fi , j nik,j1  Gi , j nik, j11  Hik, j

(2-27)

Here Ei , j , Fi , j , Gi , j , Hik, j are the coeficients and are given as
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The update from “ t k  1 ” to “ t k 1 ” is accomplished with Z-direction integration similar
to the previous matrix solver.
To solve Poisson equation (2-12), an algorithm called successive over
relaxation (SOR) method has been extensively used. Briefly, the electric filed E at
time “ t ” is assumed for integrating the equations of continuity between time internal “

t ” and “ t  t ”. Poisson eqaution is solved before the continuity equation because the
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k

space charge density is not known at “ t ”. We used semi-implicit method of time
integration in our work, as decribed below :

 ( 0 V )   e  np  ne 
 ( V k 1 )  

  n p ne  
e k k
 n p  ne   t

 0 
t 


(2-28)

Writing the equation of continuity (Equation (2-1)) for electrons and ions separately
and then subtracting these two equations we get


(n p  ne )     p e 
t
Using the values of “  e ”and “  p ” from Equation (2-3) into above equation we get

  n p  ne 
t

    nkp  pk  nek ek  V k 1   Dek nek  Dpk nkp  

Putting this equation into Equation (2-28), Poisson equation can now be written as

 ( V k 1 )  

e
e


(sign) nlk  t   ( sign)nlk lk V k 1   ( sign) Dlk nlk 

0 l
0
l
l





e
     t  ( sign)nlk lk  V k 1  

  0 l

e
t
  ( sign) nlk  e ( sign)  ( Dlk nlk )
0 l
0 l

(2-29)

The discritization of the equation can be significantly simplified with the help of
cylindrical cordinates (  

 1 1


r  ), as follows
r r  z
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We defined the density








(2-31)

n , mobility  and dielectric constant  at the center of the

cell (as discussed above) as



1
i , j
2



 i , j  i , j1
2

,n

1
i , j
2



ni , j ni , j1
2

, 

1
i , j
2



i , j i , j1
2

Electric potential V is defined at the grid points and is given by

V

1
i , j
2

Vi1, j Vi, j

r

Using the values of density, mobility, dielectric constant and potential in Equation (231), we can write discriminated poisson equation as:
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Figure 2-3 Dielectric constant  , density n , and mobility  at the grid point.
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 i , j  i , j1   i 1, j  i 1, j1 
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Also we can write
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1
 r  ( i j   i1, j   i, j 1   i1, j 1 ) .
4

The last part of Equation (2-30) is written as
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   Dn    rDnr   Dnz
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 z
Simplifyng, we get the following equation
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 i, j  2 i, j  2 
2

(2-35)

Using Equation (2-32) to (2-35) into Equation (2-30), we finally get the following
equation:
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Further simplifying, the Poisson equation can be written in a matrix form using the fivepoint formula in two dimensions as

ai , jVi 1, j  bi, jVi1, j  ci , jVi , j1  di , jVi , j1  ei , jVi , j  fi , j

(2-36)

Where ai , j , bi, j , ci , j , di , j , ei , j , and fi , j are the coefficients. As mentioned above, Poisson
equation is solved by SOR method until convergent solution is obtained. However, the
computational speed of tridiagonal matrix solver is five times faster than that of SOR
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solver. Further, the equation of continuity can also be written in the matrix form
(Equation (2-36)).
With the knowledge of electric potential V at a given point in space and time
t k , the plasma densities at time t k1 can be calculated. Afterwards, Poisson equation

is used to redistribute the electric potential for the updated plasma densities. However,
once the plasma densities are updated, the electric potential is assumed as frozen.
Moreover, there is a time limitation to valid the assumptions of the frozen plasma
densities and electric potential. The flux form at the left dielectric surface shown in
Figure (2-4) is obtained as (from Equation 2-23)

(r i, j )left diel   i , j ni 1, j
 i , j is obtained from the previous equation. The flux calculated at the grid point is
ahead (r / 2) with respect to the position of densities with the same subscript i . The i
-1 (lag behind dielectric surface) and i (plasma region) are needed to calculate flux
(i 1/ 2) at the boundary. Because plasma densities are zero at i , we are left with

i, j

coefficient only. On the same grounds,  i , j coefficient remains at the right dielectric
surface.
The boundary condition of the surface charging equation at the interface
between the dielectric surface and the plasma region is used and is given as:

( 0 E0  1 E1 )  ns  
Where is

E0

the electric field in the plasma region,

dielectric surface

ns is the

E1 is

the electric field at the

unit vector perpendicular to the dielectric surface and



is

the time integrated charge densities entering into the dielectric surface. Because the
electric potential is calculated at the grid point, Γ

1
r i  ,j
2

(grid point along R direction,

center of cell along Z direction) is averaged with two adjacent fluxes like Figure (2-4).
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Figure 2-4 Neuman boundary condition is used on the side boundary. The electric
field perpendicular to the left boundary except conductors is set to zero. The
normal electric field and normal density gradient on the upper and lower
boundaries are zero.
The energy balance equation for electron in our code is written as

 3

3

 ne kTe    qe  ee  E  Pcoll  Pin    ne n p kTe 
t  2

2


(2-37)

In this equation Pcoll is the energy loss rate per volume due to electron-neutral collision.
Pin is the energy gain rate per volume due to external source and qe is the electron
energy flux which is given by

5
5
qe     ne De(kBTe )  kBTe e
2
2
The energy Equation (2-37) are solved using a Sharfetter-Gummel exponential
representation of the charged particle fluxes. The energy equation is discriminated as
follow:
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Alternating Direction Implicit(ADI) method is used to integrate the energy equation.
The used method is similar with continuity equation.

Figure 2-5 Schematic of the modular HPEM.

2.3 Hybrid Plasma Equipment Model (HPEM)
The hybrid plasma equipment model (HPEM) is a MC-fluid hybrid model developed
by Mark Kushner and co-workers[66]–[72] to numerically investigate low temperature
and low pressure plasma processing reactors in two dimensions (2D) and three
dimensions (3D) [73]–[76]. The beauty of this model is that it is capable to model
various reactor geometries and different gas chemistries. The core of 2D HPEM
consists of three main modules namely electromagnetic module (EMM), electron
energy transport module (EETM) and fluid kinetic module (FKM), as the flow diagram
of 2D HPEM has been shown in Figure (2-5). Other modules of HPEM used in this
work are surface kinetic module (SKM) and plasma chemistry MC module (PCMCM).
To compute the bulk plasma properties, HPEM iterates through these different modules
till convergence.
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2.3.1 The Electromagnetic Module (EMM)
The EMM computes the time-harmonic electromagnetic field in the plasma. These
fields are either generated by a power source (coil) or by a permanent magnet. Maxwell
equations which include Gauss’s law, Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction and
Ampere’s law are used to calculate electric and magnetic fields. Gauss’s law for electric
field is given as

E 

q
0

(2-38)

where ‘ E ’ ,‘ q ’ and ‘  0 ’ are the electric filed, charge and permitivity of free space
respectively. Gauss’s law for magnetic field is given by

 B  0

(2-39)

Faraday law of electromagnetic induction is written as

B
t

 E  

(2-40)

According to Ampere’s law, magnetic field is produced by either electric current
flowing in a conductor and/or by changing electric field i.e.

 B  0 j   0 0

E
t

(2-41)

where ‘ j ’ and ‘ 0 ’ are the electric current and vacuum permibility respectively. The
above equations are solved in EMM to obtain the electromagnetic field which has the
following final form[66]–[73].

1

1

    E       E    2 E  i ( J    E )




where ‘  ’ is the frequency of source current

(2-42)

( s 1 ) . Due to the low mobility of ions,

the ion current in solution of equation (2-42) is ignored. In above equation ‘  ’ is the
conductivity and in the absence of static magnetic field it is given by
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qe2 ne

me (vcol  i )
Where ‘ vcol ’ is the collision frequency ( s

1

(2-43)

) . In the cylindrical geometry assuming

azimuthal symmetry the static magnetic field can be solved in both axial and radial
directions. Under these situations, the magnetic field is characterized through a vector
potential ‘ A ’ which is given by

 A  B
where  

1



(2-44)

  A  J , and ‘ J ’ is called the current density of the coil. The vector

potential is solved as a boundary value problem using successive over relaxation (SOR),
with the same convergene criteria as the electric field [77].

2.3.2 The Electron Energy Transport Module (EETM)
The electromagnetic and magneto-static fields computed in the EMM are used in the
EETM module to compute the electrons density, electrons temperature, the power
deposition into the electrons, the energy distribution function (EED s) and the electron
impact reaction rates[66]–[73]. Two different methods can be used to calculate the
electron transport properties in EETM; one method is based on the solution of 2D
electron energy equation where as in the other method MC technique is used to
deteremine the electron properties.
In the first method, the electron transport properties as a function of

Te are

obtained by solving the 0d Boltzmann equation which is expressed as

fe
e( E  v  B)
 f 
 v r fe 
v fe   e 
t
me
  t collision

(2-45)

where f e  f e (t , r , v) ,  r and  v are the electron distribution function, spatial

  fe 
represents

  t collision

gradient and velocity gradient respectively. In above equation, 
the effect of collision.
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Boltzmann equation is solved for a range of different values of E/N (electric
field divided by total gas density) to obtain the electron transport properties (mobility,
conductivity etc.) as a function of the electron temperature

Te . The electron

temperature is given by

Te 
where ‘  

2
 
3

(2-46)

 ’ is the average electrons energy which is calculated from electron energy

distributions EEDs.
For known EEDs as a function of electron temperature ‘ Te ’ the electron energy
equation is obtained in the following form [78].

Te   (eTe )  Ph  Pl

(2-47)

where ‘  ’ is the thermal conductivity, ‘  e ’ is the flux of electrons, ‘ Ph ’ and ‘ Pl ’ are
the electron heating (due to deposition) and power loss (due to inelastic collision)
respectively.
In the second method (i.e. Monte Carlo (MC) technique) for determining the
electrons behavior, a kinetic treatment that simulates the electrons trajectories using
local electric and magnetic fields as well as collision process is used. The electron
density are equivalent to total MC particles and is calculated by couniting MC particles.
The electron energy distribution is calculated by binning the energies of electrons and
then by counting that how many electrons have a certain energy. Finally, the
temperature of electron is calculated as [78].

Te 

2
f ( )   
3

(2-48)

where ‘ f ( ) ’ is the electron energy distribution function (EEDF).

2.3.3 The Fluid Kinetic Module (FKM)
This module solves the fluid continuity equations and Poisson’s equations to calculate
the spatial distribution of species densities in the plasma, the momentum flux fields as
well as the electric field [66]–[73]. FKM also calculate the fluxes and temperature of
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plasma species. More detail on fluid module is given in chapter 2 section 2.2. The
densities, electric fields, conductivity etc. calculated from the FKM module are then
transported to the EETM and EEM. These three main modules are solved successively
till a converged solution.

2.3.4 The Surface Kinetic Module (SKM)
For low pressure plasmas, the nature of interaction of plasma species with the wall is
very important. Specifically, a neutral specie will either reflected or stick with certain
probability upon arriving at the wall surface; all charged or excited species returned as
their ground states when they strike the wall of the plasma. Moreover, complex process
such as physical sputtering, chemical etching, chemical reactions, etc. can also take
place. To addressed all these processes in the plasma, a module called suface kinetic
module (SKM) is used in HPEM.
Based on the set of reactions that occur at the surface, SKM calculate surface
properties like chemical composition, etch rate, deposition rate and fluxes returned to
the plasma. Specifically, the plasma properties like fluxes of species towards the
surfaces are initially calculated in FKM. These fluxes modifies the surface and SKM
calculate the change in surface composition as well as the fluxes (returning) towards
plasma. The newly calculated fluxes and surface compositions are used again to update
the plasma properties in FKM and other modules. The cycle repeats so that SKM is
solved along with FKM in an iterative way, similar to cycling through the three main
modules of HPEM.

2.3.5 The Plasma Chemistry Monte Carlo Simulation module
(PCMCS)
PCMCS module is used to evaluate the energy and angular distribution of the heavy
species (both ions and neutrals) that arrives at the substrate surface. In general, a number
of MC particles are launched into the reactor volume and their trajectories are calculated
by MC method as discussed in section (1.3.5). This MC simulation is performed at the
end of the plasma simulation, thereby saving significant amount of calculation time
[67]. More information about energy and angular distribution calculation in PCMCS
can be found in [56,57,59].
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2.4 The Computational Mesh
The system of fluid equations presented in section 2.2 are solved numerically, by a
computer code, taking into account both time evolution and two spatial dimensions.
The spatial dimensions are represented by “ R ” and “ Z ”. A two dimensional uniform
grid is used which is formed by drawing lines along “ R ” and “ Z ”directions which
are equally spaced with intervals “ r ” and “ z ” respectively. Every grid cell
represents a particular and distinct material properties i.e. a cell can be filled either with
a discharge gap or with dielectric material (of certain permittivity) or with electrode
with certain voltage etc. The computation geometry structure for 2-D CCP reactor used
in our simulation work is shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 which is divided into a
large number of grid cells(mesh). At each grid cell plasma properties are calculated
iteratively. The higher the number of grid points (cells), the longer time is required for
simulation to complete, but an accurrate and smooth profile is achieved. Typically
about 2500 grids i.e. mesh cells (50×50) are used in the CCP simulation carried out in
this work. In order to compute electrostatic field at each and every grid point the
corresponding fluid equations are to discretized and solved iteratively. For the
calculations of number density of each plasma specie, continuity equation is solved.
Electron density as well as the densities of other plasma species are computed at the
center of cell and potential at the grid points as shown in Figure 2-2.
The computation geometry structure for a TCP/ICP reactor used in our
simulation work is shown in Figure 2-6. HPEM is a 2D model, therefore a half cross
section of the reactor is calculated. For electronic device fabrications, the plasma
processing reactors are typically cylindrically symmetric. The substrate is usually a
circular Si plate (wafer) and therefore a cylindrical reactor increases process uniformity.
The reactor geometry defined in the model for this work is based on an existing Lam
Research 2300 Versys Kiyo 300 mm wafer ICP reactor with a planar coil on top of the
chamber (TCP geometry; see section 1.4.2 ).
Each computational cell on the grid is defined as a specific “material” (e.g.
quartz, metal, silicon or plasma). Plasma properties are calculated on the vertices of the
grid cells. Creating more grid cells will increase the resolution for more smooth profiles,
but it has the disadvantage of a longer calculation time. Typically, around 2500 mesh
cells are used in the simulations for TCP carried out in this work.
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Figure 2-6 Two-dimensional TCP reactor geometry defined in the model. The
reactor is cylindrically symmetric, so only a half plane of the reactor is shown.
Full reactor volume can be obtained by rotating the plane around the left axis.
To obtain the complete reactor geometry (in three dimensions), the plane shown
in Figure 2-6 should be rotated around the left Z-axis. The power source (the planar
coil) is located on top of the chamber above the top dielectric window (quartz). The
area surrounding the coil is air at atmospheric pressure, while the area underneath the
dielectric window is plasma region (at low pressure). The gas can be fed into the reactor
through the nozzle(s) in different ways. Common setups are a nozzle in the centre of
the top window (as presented here), or in combination with a nozzle located at the
sidewall . Showerhead nozzles are also common, where the gas is fed through various
holes from the ceiling to increase plasma uniformity. The gas is pumped out at the
bottom of the reactor. The substrate is a Si wafer with a cross section of 300 mm and
0.75 mm in thickness. The substrate electrode is located underneath the wafer to attract
the positive ions from the plasma. The sidewall is a grounded metal, with the surface
(in contact with the plasma) consisting of Al2O3.
Since each computational cell in the grid is defined as a specific “material”,
certain properties must be defined for these materials to allow for an accurate
calculation, including proper electrical conduction and electromagnetic field
propagation. In fact, the only properties that need to be defined are the relative
permittivity

 r , the electrical conductivity 

, and the temperature of the materials. It

is possible to include thermal conduction for materials, but usually a fixed temperature
is defined for simplicity.

 r and 

of the relevant “materials” considered in our
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simulations are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2-1 Relative permittivity’s (  r ) and electrical conductivities (  ) of some
relevant “materials” used in our simulations.
“material”

r

air (1 atm)

1.000.589

4 × 10-15

quartz window

3.9

1.3 × 10-18

Si wafer

11.68

1.56 × 10-3

plasma



(S m-1)

1 (considered ε0) (calculated; see text)
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In this chapter, a general information on the various gases and the materials (silicon
substrate or wafer) which are used in this study is presented. As we know that, in a
plasma various reactions like ionization, exciation, dissociation, neutrilization etc. take
place which give birth to other plasma species. To address all these processes, a reaction
set is constructed to define the plasma chemistry of the gas mixture under study. In this
chapter, the plasma chemistry reactions, and the surface chemistry reactions are
presented that have been used to study the behaviour of HBr/He and HBr/Ar plasmas
under various operating conditions.

3.1 Introduction
Plasma processing has been attracting growing interest as a tool for surface
modification in semiconductor industry. The fusion of plasma processing techniques
into semiconductor industry has enabled some of the most significant changes in the
properties of substrates/ wafers that have translated the plasma based research from
laboratory to industry towards uplifting the whole spectrum of microelectronics
industry applications. Plasma processing of materials being a critical technology to
many global manufacturing industries demand for deep understanding of plasma
processing (in particular, in the electronics industry) and the scientific foundation of
underlying mechanism of this technology.
Plasma confining surfaces are always subjected to the bombardment of almost
all species created in the plasma such as electrons, photons, ions and neutral species;
further, these species may be in an excited state or chemically unstable (e.g. radicals).
The intricate nature of surface modification by plasma processing towards desired
properties strongly correlate with the aforementioned interactions. Although, partial
success in understanding the principles of such interactions has been progressively
achieved; the possible combinations of available plasmas, the expanded spectrum in the
structural heterogeneity of the given surface and involved reaction set for mutual
interactions is so immense that truly exhaustive investigations appears prohibitive.
Nevertheless, fundamental plasma transport properties for frequently used plasmas and
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substrates need to be optimized for the desired surface alteration. In this study, this
question has been attempted to be answered for specific combination of plasma and
surfaces with particular emphasis on the set of plasma-surface interactions.

3.2 Basic Information
The modeling and simulation of two types of plasma mixtures namely HBr/Ar and
HBr/He from CCP and TCP sources are presented in this work; these plasma sources
are frequently used for etching and deposition. Argon and Helium are typically added
as diluting agents to these plasmas. Basic properties of these gases are discussed below
and summarized in Table (3-1). Additional information necessory for understanding of
plasma-surface interaction such as the bond length, bond energy, atomic radius and
material density are provided in the subsequent paragraphs.

3.2.1 Argon Gas (Ar)
Argon belongs to the noble gas family and is an odourless, colourless and safe gas.
Because of its octet structure, it is inactive towards chemical reactions. Ar is used as a
shielding gas in the high temperature industrial applications i.e. welding. It is also used
as filling in light bulbs as well as an isolating material for double glazing. Ar is usually
added as diluting agent to gases used in the plasma processing of materials for etching
and deposition. Ar lights are famous to emit blue light.
Table 3-1 General properties of the gases and materials considered in this work.
Gas
Ar
He
HBr
Material

Mass (g mol-1)
39.948
4.00
80.90
Density (g cm-3)

Si
Bond type

2.33
Bond length (Å)

H-Br

0.95

H-H

0.74

Si-H

1.48

Si-Br

2.02

Si-Si (solid)

~2.33
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3.2.2 Helium Gas (He)
Hellium also belongs to noble gas family and is odourless, colourless and safe gas.
Because of its doublet structure, it is inactive towards chemical reactions and is the
second most abundant element in the observable universe. It is an inert and monoatomic
gas in all conditions. Hellium which is found in plasma state have different properties
than those of atomic hellium. In the plasma state, when the gas is partially ionized the
hellium is higly conductive because its electrons are not bound to its nucleous.

3.2.3 Hydrogen Bromide Gas (HBr)
Hydrogen bromide is a colourless compound and is the diatomic molecule with the
formula HBr. Although not widely used industrially, HBr adds to alkenes to give
bromo-alkanes, an important family of organobromine compounds. Similarly, HBr
adds to halo-alkene to form a geminal dihaloalkane. HBr is commonly used in the
semiconductor industry for etching of Si, SiO2 and other thin films.

3.2.4 Silicon
Silicon in its pure form, is a semiconductor and belongs to group IV of the periodic
table. It is a brittle material and has a metallic shine and grey colour. By mass it is the
eigth (8th) most common element in the universe and is very hardly found in pure form
in nature (e.g. in volcanic exhalation). Silicon is widely used in automotive industry for
constructing alloys and in semiconductor industry for the fabrication of ultra-pure
silicon wafers. These wafers are used in electronic devices or for photovoltaic
applications. Further, the conductivity of pure silicon can easily be modified and
controlled by dopant in the crystal lattice which is essential for fabricating solar cells
or transistors in high-tech applications.
In

the

electronic

industry,

monocrystalline

silicon

(mono-Si)

and

polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon; poly-Si) can be distinguished. A poly-Si layer
comprises of a number of crystallites (small crystals) and is recognised by a visible
metal grain-like look. It is used as a conducting gate material for MOSFET technologies
and is a vital component for integrated circuits (ICs)[79]–[81] . In MOSFET
technologies, poly-Si is deposited through plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) and is heavily doped to enhance the conductivity. The mobility of poly-Si
for charge carriers is much higher compare to amorphous Si. On the other hand, mono59
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Si has a homogenous lattice structure and has uniform colouring. It is a base material
for wafer processing technology upon which nanostructures are built. Because of its
uniform electronic properties, mono-Si is considered to be more appropriate for ultra
large scale integrated circuit (ULSI) technology. A process called Czochralski process
is used for the growth of mono-Si [82], in which poly-Si is melted and a small rod with
a seed crystal is introduced. The crystal is grown and a large monocrystalline Si rod is
pulled from the “Si-bath”.

3.3 Literature Review for the Chemistry Under Study
The diagnostics of plasma reactors is considered as a difficult task due to its complexity
and cost of operations. One efficient and effective tool to understand the plasma
processes and to overcome the complexity and cost of operations of different plasma
sources is the modeling and simulation of these plasma reactors. A varitey of different
numerical techniques have been devoleped to deal with the plasma reactors used for
material processing such as etching and depostion. For semiconductor industry, the use
of plasma and plasma based etching and deposition is attracting increasing interest due
to its several advantages, resulting in significant theoritical, experimental and modeling
studies around the globe. Many different steps are involved in the fabrication of a micro
or nano-chips for which an enormous variety of different chemistries are applied.
For semiconductor industry, different plasma reactors like capacitive couple
plasma (CCP), inductive coupled plasma (ICP) or transformer coupled plasma (TCP)
reactors have been modeled, designed and explored towards achieving the desired
properties of etching and deposition. Different gas mixtures and gas chemistries can be
used for thin films deposition and etching. Moreover, various gas chemistries have been
proposed to optimize the anisotropic dry etching process for different materials such as
ZnO thin films, Si- (Si3N4), Ga- (GaAs and GaN), and Indium-based (e.g. InP) materials
[83], [84]. The chemistry of chlorine (Cl2, BCl3) and hydrogen (CH4, C2H6) containing
plasmas have been adopted and investigated intensively [85]–[89]. For chlorine
containing plasmas, the etching process mostly occurs in the ion-flux-limited etching
regime and the main limitation arise from low volatility of etching products in these
plasma [87]–[89]. Further, high etch rate can be obtained by performing the etching
process with wafers at high temperature (1000C or above) along with stoichiometric
composition of the etch surface. However, the high temperature of the wafer surface
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may result in high surface roughness leading to problems in the photoresist masks. This
issue (i.e. surface roughness) can be solved using hydrogen containing plasmas which
provide higher etch rates due to the formation of highly volatile metal-organic
compounds; However, other problems such as polymer deposition and hydrogen
passivation of the etch surface may occur that appear to have impact on the device
performance [85], [86]. Recently, bromine-based (HBr, Br2) plasmas are being
investigated and used to obtain stoichiometric composition of etch surface for the dry
etching and the dry patterning of III–V In-based semiconductors such as InP and
InGaAs [90], [91]. Br-based plasmas provide much lower etch rates of organic
photoresists (PR) as compared with the Cl-containing plasmas. Recently several studies
have experimentally investigated the HBr plasmas and its etching mechanism for Si,
SiO2 and many other materials of particular interest like HfO2, Al2O3, InP, InGaAs,
PZT (Pb (ZrxTi1-x)) thin film, Ga-doped ZnO thin films etc [92]–[97] . Haass et al [98],
[99] have studied HBr/O2 pulsed plasma to investigate the Si etch rate, ion flux and
energy distribution of the ionic species striking the substrate; the findings indicate that
the presence of Br radicals in the discharge limit the Si etch rate and the average ion
flux decreases approximately by the square of the duty cycle while increases slightly
with bias power. In HBr plasmas, the ground state atomic species such as Br, H etc. are
typically produced by the dissociation of HBr and their quantification has been the
focus of many studies. Two photon absorption laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy
technique has been used to assess the ground state Br atoms in HBr plasmas and
revealed that the initial increase in relative density of Br atoms with RF power quickly
saturates [100]. Further, Vacuum-Ultraviolet (VUV) absorption spectroscopy has been
used to determine the densities of HBr and Br2 molecules in HBr plasma; this technique
is claimed to be highly sensitive with capability to measure extremely low densities
with good accuracy [101]. Mass spectroscopy demonstrated that Br radical density in
HBr/Ar and HBr/Ar/O2 plasmas decreases with biasing voltage with no influence from
the substrate material [102]. The influence of plasma modulation frequency and duty
cycle on the radicals densities in HBr/Cl2 plasma have been investigated with the help
of broad-band UV spectroscopy, vacuum-ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy and
modulated-beam mass spectrometry; the modulation frequency have dominant role in
defining plasma chemistry while the fragmentation of the parent gas depends on the
duty cycle [103].
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Halide (F, Cl, Br, I) selection for various material/thin films etching is the tradeoff among multiple key players like etch rate, anisotropy, etch profile, etching
selectivity, etc. For instance, hydrogen bromide (HBr) has attracted considerable
attention in semiconductor industry recently [104]–[106] and has been widely
employed in the plasma processing of integrated circuits for various applications like
poly silicon etching, group III-V semiconductors, high k (dielectric constant) gate
dielectrics and low k oxides etching for interconnects. Higher etching anisotropy of
single- and poly-crystalline silicon is clearly significant distinction of HBr containing
plasmas due to negligible spontaneous reaction between Si surface and Br. It also
provides higher etching selectivity in case of SiO2, Si3N4, and organic photoresists.
Further, HBr plasma can be generated in combination of various buffer gases like Ar,
Br2, F2, Cl2, He, and H2[93], [94], [107]–[113]. The chemistry of these discharges is
therefore of great interest and understanding the main reactions involved in the
generation of dominant species for etching is the first step towards optimizing these
plasmas.
Several experimenal and theortical (i.e. numerical simulation) studies have been
reported on HBr/He and HBr/Ar plasmas and their surface reactions used for etching
application in the micro-electronic industry [93]–[97], [108], [114]–[118]. In HBr
plasma, the species like Br and H are formed from the electron impact dissociation of
HBr, while Br+ and HBr+ are formed from the electron impact ionization of Br and HBr.
These species can react with Si surface, where they either deposit to form a different
surface layer or etch the Si surface. Therefore, different surface reactions of these
species as well as other prominent species must be included in the modeling and
simulation of HBr/X (X= He, Ar) plasma used for Si etching. Various studies on the
modeling of HBr based plasmas include the set for surface reactions [93], [94], [108],
[117], [118]; most of these studies however, used zero-dimensional global model [93],
[94], [108], [109], [111] which provide no spatial information about densities of plasma
speceis, fluxes, potentials, fileds and temperature. Beside bulk plasma simulation, an
extensive experimental and modeling research have been carried out with respect to the
surface reactions of Br, H, Br+, HBr+, X+ to describe etching phenomena of Si. All
these studies reported the etching rate quantitavely only and gives no information for
the spatial distribution of etched species and other plasma species in the discharge. In
this work, we use fluid model as well as a 2D hybrid model (HPEM) to investigate the
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plasma and etch process in HBr/X discharge, which provide spatial distribution of
different plasma species as well as more exact information about etch rate. To validate
our simulation results, a comparison of Si etch rate is made with experimental data in
chapter 5 section 5.4.

3.4 Capacitively Coupled HBr/X Plasma Chemistry
We developed a 2-dimensional fluid model (in C language) for the simulation of CCP
HBr/X (X= Ar, He) plasmas. The model is capable of determinig different plasma
characteristics including density, potential, electric field, power consumption, reaction
rates and the electron temperature. The simulation proceeds in real time and the
computatoinal time strongly depends on the number of species considered in the plasma
and the gas pressure. For the considered plasma discharge, a computatoinal time of
about 5-6 days is needed to get steady state solution.

3.4.1 Species Considered in the Model
When HBr/Ar and HBr/He gas mixtures are introduced in the plasma reactor and the
plasma is ignited, new species like radicals, excited species, neutrals and molecules are
created. A wide variety of reactions such as ionization, dissociation and excitation etc.
take place in the plasma reactor. All chemical reactions and generated species must be
included in the plasma for complete characterization and description of the given
plasma; however, it is not possible to include all reactions and species due to the
complex nature of plasma, long computational time and lack of available data for
different reaction cross sections. Thereby, only the important species and reactions are
included in the simulation. Specifically, 17 different species have been considered for
a gas mixture of HBr/He plasma discharge. The 9 charged species considered are
helium ions He+, hydrogen atom ions H+, hydrogen molecules ion H2+, bromine ions
Br+, hydrogen-bromide ions HBr+, negative bromine ions Br-, Br2+, H3+ and electron.
The 8 neutral species (in addition to HBr and He) are excited helium atoms He*, excited
hydrogen bromide atoms HBr*, hydrogen atom H, hydrogen molecule H2, Br2 and
bromine atom Br. Table (3-4) shows the reactions considered for HBr/He gas mixture
[3], [109], [111], [119]–[123]. The threshold energy for He*is19.8 eV. For HBr, three
vibrational states and one electronic state are included, with energy thresholds of 0.3
eV, 0.6 eV, 0.9 eV and 9.3 eV. The ionization potential threshold needed for each specie
is also mentioned in Table 3-3.
The HBr/Ar gas mixture model also consists of 17 species in total; three species
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(argon ions Ar+, excited argon atoms Ar*, Ar) belong to argon while 14 species are
related to HBr (these are the same as in case of HBr/He gas mixture). The reactions
considered for HBr/Ar gas mixture are shown in Table 3-5. It may be noted that the
common reactions for HBr/Ar and HBr/He gas mixtures (given in Table 3-4) are
excluded from this list.
Table 3-2 Overview of the species included in the HBr/X plasma model.
Ground state neutrals:

HBr, X (X= Ar, He), H, H2, Br, Br2

Positive ions:

X+, H+, H2+, H3+, Br+, Br2+, HBr+

Excited species:

X*, Br*, HBr*

Negatively charged species:

Br-, electrons

Table 3-3 Overview of the ionization energies defined in the model.
Ionization

Threshold energy (eV)

Ar → Ar+

15.76

H2 → H2

15.40

H → H+

13.56

+

Br → Br+
HBr → HBr

11.80
+

11.68

He → He+

24.54

3.4.2 Excited Species
An atom can be excited to different excited level by absorbing a certain amount of
energy in its ground state during electron impact reactions. As a result, the averged
kinetic energy of electron is lowerd. In reality, several possible excited states of an atom
can exists but the objective of this work is not to find the excited level population
information, therefore it is sufficient to include only the common excited states in the
simulation. For Ar, only the effective excited state Ar* which consists of 4s excited
levle and 4p excited level is considered in our simulation. For simplicity, the two states
4s and 4p with threshold energies of 11.6 eV and 13.10 eV respectively are grouped
together into two collective states and are joined into a single kind Ar* only. Hence,
two excitations are assume in our model for producing Ar*, but only one species is
included. This is summarized as follows [72]:
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Electronic states (Ar)

4 s 3 / 22

Energy

Fabricated states

Actual species






 11.548 eV 

4 s 3 / 21
 11.624 eV 
eV 
 Ar *  4 S  12.907
11.60 eV
 
4 s ' 1/ 20

 11.723 eV 
13.116
eV



4 s ' 1/ 21
 11.822 eV 

  13.295 eV 
 Ar*
  13.328 eV  
4 p 1/ 21
  12.907 eV 

  13.273 eV 

4 p 3 / 21.2  5 / 2 2.3 13.116 eV 
  11.480 eV 

4 p ' 3 / 21.2
  13.295 eV 
 Ar *  4 P   13.10 eV 
 
'
4 p 1/ 21
13.328
eV


4 p 1/ 20
  13.273 eV 
4 p ' 1/ 21
  11.480 eV 

The same principle is applied for the Br and HBr excited species. Br* is a combined
state of the 4s (8.90 eV), 3d (10.90 eV), 4p (10.40 eV), 5p (11.80 eV), 4d (12.0 eV) and
5d (12.40 eV) excited levels while HBr* consists of the 3s (9.15 eV) and 3p (10.73 eV)
excited states. The three vibrational excited states with threshold energies of 0.3,0.6
and 0.9eV are also included in HBr*.
In case of HBr plasma, electron impact vibrational excitation for HBr is only
included in our simulation. The densities of other molecular species are significantly
small and therefore electron impact excitation reactions for them are not included. The
excited levels of H2 are not explicitly incorporated in the model, but they are included
in the H2 species, i.e. the latter consists of the ground state, two electronic excited levels,
with threshold of 8.8 eV and 11.87 eV, as well as two rotational and two vibrational
levels, with threshold energies of 0.04 eV, 0.07 eV, 0.52 eV and 1.0 eV, respectively.
Our simulation model consider the most important species only. In reality, there are
some other species which might be present in the discharge plasma but there densities
are very low and we can ignore all of them in our simulation work. For instance, in
HBr/Ar plasma, SiHxBry species might exists in the plasma. But their densities are too
small and also no information for the chemical properties and reaction rates of these
species is availible in the literature, and hence these species are not included in our
simulation model.
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3.4.3 Plasma Chemistry Reactions
To understand and properly describe HBr/Ar and HBr/He plasma mixtures, a detail set
of chemical reaction was created and is shown in Tables 3-4 & 3-5. The rate of electron
impact reactions, electron mobility and diffusion coefficients are calculated by solving
Boltzmann equation solver BOLSIG+. The input data required for BOLSIG+ was
collected from literature as specified in the given references in Table 3-4 and 3-5.
Specifically, the collision cross sections are taken from the references mentioned in
Table 3-4 and Table 3-5. It is noteworthy that HBr and its related reaction cross sections
are not pre-registered in BOLSIG+. We therefore edited the BOLSIG+ input text file to
include this desired cross section data [124]. With this modification, BOLSIG+ was
used to generate transport data (in the form of lookup tables) for different gas mixture
ratios of HBr and buffer gases (He and Ar). The output data of BOLSIG+ was saved in
a text file and was afterwards provided to fluid code for computing the electron
transport coefficients and source functions using standard relations [56]. The rates of
the ion–ion, ion–neutral and neutral–neutral reactions are determined by reaction rate
coefficients taken from references mentioned in Table 3-4 and 3-5.
Table 3-4 Overview of the reactions included in the HBr/He CCP model
No

Reference

Reactions

Threshold (eV)
Rate coefficients (cm3s-1)

R1

e + He → He* + e

19.80

[122]

R2

e + He → He+ + 2e

24.54

[122]

R3

e + He → He + 2e

4.73

[122]

R4

e + He * → He + e

0.0

[122]

R5

e + H2 → H + H + e

8.8

[120]

R6

e + H2 → H2+ + 2 e

15.43

[125]

R7

e+H→H +2e

13.56

[119]

R8

e + HBr → HBr* + e

See text

[124]

R9

e + HBr → Br + H + e

4.3,6.6,9.3

[124]

R10

e + HBr → Br + H

0.08

[124]

R11

e + HBr(νx) → HBr+ + 2e (x=0-3)

11.68

[124]

R12

e + HBr → Br + H

0.00

[124]

R13

e + HBr → HB rν1+ e

0.3

[124]

R14

e + HBr → HB rν2+ e

0.6

[124]

R15

e + HBr → HB rν3+ e

0.9

[124]

R16

e + HBr ν1 → HBr ν2+ e

0.31

[124]

R17

e + HBrν1 → HB rν3+ e

0.58

[124]

*

+

+

-

+
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Table continued
R18
R19

e + HBr(νx)→ Br + H + e (x=1-3) 4.3, 6.6, 9.3
e + HBr(νx) → Br- + H (x=1-3) 0.08

R20

[124]
[124]

e + HB(νx)→ HBr + 2e (x=1-3)

11.68

[124]

R21

e + Br → Br*+ e

12.4

[121]

R22

e + Br → Br+ +2 e

11.81

[126]

R23

e + Br → Br + 2e

3.61

[121]

R24

H + HBr

6.50 x 10-12

[117]

R25

e + H2 → H+H

0.00

[127]

R26

e + H3+ → H +H2

0.00

+

-

→ H2 + Br

+

[127]

R27

H + Br2

R28

H2+ + H → H2 + H+

R29

H2 + H2→ H3 + H

2.90 x 10 [T / 298 K]−0.5

[128]

R30

H2+ + HBr → H2 + HBr+

1.00 x 10-11

*

R31

H2 +Br → H2 + Br

-11

*

R32

H+ + HBr → H + HBr+

1.00 x 10-11

*

R33

H + Br → H + Br

-11

*

R34

H+ + Br2 → H + Br2+

1.00 x 10-11

*

R35

Br + HBr → Br + HBr

1.00 x 10

-11

*

R36

Br+ + Br2 → Br + Br2+

1.00 x 10-11

*

R37

HBr + Br2 → HBr + Br2

1.00 x 10

-11

*

R38

Br- + HBr+ → Br + HBr

1.00 x 10-7

[118]

R39

Br + Br → Br + Br

1.00 x 10

-7

[118]

R40

Br- + H+ → Br + H

1.00 x 10-7

[118]

R41

Br + H2 → Br + H2

1.00 x 10

-7

[118]

R42

Br- + He+ → Br + He

1.00 x 10-7

[118]

R43

Br + H3 → H2 + H+ Br

1.00 x 10

-7

[118]

R44

Br- + Br2+ → Br2 + Br

1.00 x 10-7

[118]

R45

He + HBr → He + HBr

R46

He + + Br → He + Br+

R47

→ HBr + Br

+

1.00 x 10
+

+

-

+

+

-

+

-

+

+

[123]

1.00 x 10

+

+

6.40 x 10-10
-9

+

+

[117]

7.50 x 10

+

+

-11

-11

*

1.00 x 10-11

*

He + H → He + H

1.00 x 10

-11

*

R48

He + + H2 → He + H2+

1.00 x 10-11

*

R49

+

+

+

1.00 x 10

He* + HBr→ H + Br + He

5.00 x 10

-12

[118]

R50

He* + H2→ H + H + He

5.00 x 10-12

[118]

R51

He* + He* → He + He + e

1.59 × 10

R52

He* + HBr→ He + HBr++ e

8.00 x 10-10

[129]

R53

He* + H2→ He + H2+ + e

4.00 x 10-11

[129]

+

* means that the rate coefficient is considered.
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The main reactions for Hellium and Argon are the electron impact excitation
and ionization reaction. Argon is an atomic gas and chemicaly inactive and hence can
not be excited rotationaly or vibrationally. The ionization of Ar from the excited atom
Ar* is also included (R3 in Table 3-5) in HBr/Ar plasma. On the other hand, HBr is a
molecular gas and hence rotational and/or vibtational excitation can occurs. The
dissociation energy of HBr is small (6.6eV ) and hence a large fraction of HBr will be
dissociated into H and Br. Further, Br is higly electronegative element and can easily
accept an electron to form Br-. In the electron impact dissociation attachment process,
HBr dissociate into Br- and H. For electron impact dissocatiion attachement the
threshold energy is very small (0.08eV) and hence Br- has a relatively higher density in
the discharge compare to the electrons density. Morever, HBr is a polar molecule and
the vibrational excitation cross sections for HBr are very large and have low threshold
energy and hence a large fraction of HBr is in vibrational states. The dissociative
attachment cross sections for vibrationally excited HBr(v > 0) are 10-100 times larger
while having a smaller threshold energy than for HBr(v=0). For HBr(v=2), the
dissociative attachment cross section is nearly 100 times larger than for HBr(v=0).
Therefore due to high density of HBr in vibrational excited states, the electron impact
ionization as well as the electron impact dissociation attachement of HBr* is also
included in our simulation (R19 & R20 in Table 3-4). Further the species Br, H and H2
have significant densities in the plasma compare to other species, therefore the electron
impact ionization and/or excitation using Boltzman solver are also included for these
species in our model. The reaction between Br- and electron which leads to the electron
detachement is also included because it has a significant cross section at higher
energies.
Table 3-5 Overview of the reactions included in the HBr/Ar CCP model.
No

Threshold (eV)/
Reactions

Rate coefficients (cm3s-1)

References

R1

e + Ar → Ar* + e

11.55

[130]

R2

e + Ar → Ar+ + 2e

15.76

[125]

R3

e + Ar* → Ar+ + 2e

4.43

[131]

R4

Ar+ + X → Ar + X+

1.00 x 10-11

*

R5

Br- + X+ → Br + X

1.00 x 10-7

[111]
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All heavy particle reactions must be considered in the simulation to properly
address the plasma behavior. In HBr/Ar and HBr/He plasma discharge, both positive
and negative ions are created, therefore heavy particle neutrilization (reaction of Brions with positive ions) are also included. Typically, the reactions included in such
plasma discharges are categorized into three main groups; (a) chemical reactions where
new plasma species are produced, (b) charge transfer reaction where charge is
transferred and stable ions are formed and (c) neutralization reactions where positive
and negative ions combine to neutralize each other.

3.5 TCP/ICP HBr/He Plasma Chemistry
The hybrid model called HPEM has been used for the simulation of ICP/TCP HBr/He
plasma. Detail reaction set for HBr/He plasma has been created. Since HBr/He plasma
mixture is used for etching application of Si, thereby we also included the important
etching products in this plasma. This also facilitated the validation of our simuation
results by available experimental data. The complete lists of species included in the
model of HBr/He is shown in Table 3-6, while ionization energies for ions are shown
in Table 3-3. It may be noted that H3+ is created by heavy particles collision rather than
electron impact collision, and therefore ionization threshold energy for H3+ is not listed
in Table 3-3.
Table 3-6 Overview of the species included in HBr/He TCP/ICP model.
Ground state neutrals:

He, HBr, Br, H, H2, Br2

Positive ions:

He+, HBr+, H+, H2+, H3+, Br+, Br2+

Excited species:

He*, Br*, HBr*

Negatively charged species:

Br-, electrons

3.5.1 Excited Species
A detailed discussion on how electronic excited states are comprised into one or more
collective state is already given in section 3.4.2. In HBr/He plasma chemistry, He* is
included in addition with Br* and HBr*. He* has an energy level of 19.8 eV while the
Br* species comprises the 5s, 5p, 3d, 5p, 4d, and 5d electronic excitation levels with
energies of 8.9 , 10.4 , 10.9 , 11.8 , 12.0 and 12.4 eV, respectively. The excited levels
of H2 are not explicitly incorporated in the model, but they are included in the H2
species, i.e., H2 consists of the ground state, two electronic excited levels (threshold
energies of 8.8 and 11.87 eV), two rotational excitations(threshold energies of 0.04 and
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0.07 eV), and two vibrational levels (threshold energies of 0.52 and 1.0 eV). Similarly,
for HBr, three vibrational states are included in the HBr species, with energy levels of
0.3 , 0.6 and 0.9 eV.

3.5.2 Plasma Chemistry Reactions
To describe HBr/He plasma chemistry, a detail set of reactions is constructed and is
presented in Table 3-7 and Table 3-8. The reaction rates for electrons impact collisions
are shown in Table 3-7 and are defined by energy dependent cross sections  ( E ) that
can be found in the corresponding references. The rates of ion-neutrals, ion-ion and
natural-neutral reactions are determined by the reaction rate coefficients that are
presented in the Table 3-8 along with references.
Table 3-7 Overview of the inelastic electron impact reactions included in the
model, with the references where the cross sections are adopted from. E th is the
threshold energy for the reaction.
R.No

Reaction

Reaction type

Eth (eV)

Reference

R1

e + He → He* + e

Electronic excitation

19.80

[132]

R2

e + He → He+ + e

Ionization

24.54

[132]

R3

e + He* → He+ + 2 e

Ionization

4.73

[132]

R4

e + He* → He + e

De-excitation

0

[132]

R5

e + H2 → H + H + e

Dissociation

8.8

[120]

R6

e + H2 → H2+ + 2 e

Ionization

15.43

[125]

R7

e + H2 → H + H

Dissociative recombination

0.00

[125]

R8

e + H → H+ + 2 e

Ionization

13.56

[119]

R9

e + H3+ → H+ + H2 + e

Dissociation

14.9

[127]

R10

e + H3+ → H + H2

Dissociative recombination

0.00

[127]

R11

e + HBr → Br + H + e

Dissociation

6.6

[133]

R12

e + HBr+ → Br + H

Dissociative recombination

0.00

[133]

R13

e + HBr → Br- + H

Dissociative attachment

0.08

[133]

R14

e + HBr → HBr+ + 2 e

Ionization

11.68

[133]

R15

e + Br → Br*+ e

Electronic excitation

See text

[133]

R16

e + Br → Br+ +2 e

Ionization

11.80

[133]

R17

e + Br- → Br + 2 e

Neutralization

3.61

[133]

+

The electron impact collisions which are included in the model of HBr/He
mixture plasma are the electron impact ionization, dissociative ionization,
electron excitation, electron dissociative attachment, electron-ion recombination
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and dissociation reactions. The heavy particle reaction include charge transfer,
neutralization and other chemical reactions which form new species as presented
in Table 3.8. The reaction set for HBr/He TCP plasma is made in the same
sequence/way as we have constructed for HBr/X CCP plasma in section 3.4. The
only difference is that here we also used and added surface species, surface
reactions, etching and sputtering process.
Table 3-8 Overview of the heavy particle reactions included in the model, with the rate
coefficients and corresponding references. X = HBr, Br, Br2, H, H2, H3 or He, and Y =
HBr, Br or Br2. * denotes reactions whose rate coefficients were estimated, due to lack of
data in literature. These are charge transfer reactions which typically have a rate constant
in the order of 10-10 - 10-11 cm3 s-1.
R.No
R18

Reaction
H + HBr → H2 + Br

Rate constant (cm3 s-1)
6.5 x 10-12

Reference
[117]

R19

H + Br2 → HBr + Br

7.3 x 10-11

[117]

R20

Br- + X+ → Br + X

1.0 x 10-7

[118]

R21

He* + HBr → H + Br + He

5.0 x 10

-12

[118]

R22

He* + H2 → H + H + He

5.0 x 10-12

[118]

R23

H2+ + H → H2 + H+

6.4 x 10-10

[123]

R24

H2+ + H2 → H3+ + H

2.0 × 10-9 [T / 298 K]-0.5

[128]

R25

H2+ + Y → H2 + Y+

1.0 x 10-11

*

R26

H+ + Y → H + Y+

1.0 x 10-11

*

R27

He+ + Y → He + Y+

1.0 x 10-11

*

R28

He+ + H → He + H+

1.0 x 10-11

*

R29

He+ + H2 → He + H2+

1.0 x 10-11

*

R30

Br + HBr → Br + HBr

1.0 x 10

-11

*

R31

Br+ + Br2 → Br + Br2+

1.0 x 10-11

*

R32

HBr+ + Br2 → HBr + Br2+

1.0 x 10-11

*

R33

He* + He* → He+ + He + e

1.0 x 10-10

[122]

+

+

3.6 Surface Chemistry of HBr/He on Si Substrate
When HBr/He plasma is in contact with surface of wafer or substrate (Silicon), different
processes like the interaction of different plasma species with different surface layers
can occurs. Table 3-9 lists the different surface layers included in HBr/He simulation.
Ions in the plasma are accelerated through the sheath towards the surface, where
sputtering can also occur. In addition to sputtering, chemical reactions like
hydrogenation, bromination of the surface etc. can also occurs.
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Table 3-9 Surface layers included in HBr/He plasma model.

Si(s), SiH(s), SiH2(s), SiH3(s), SiBr(s), SiBr2(s), SiBr3(s),
SiHBr(s),SiHBr2(s), SiH2Br(s)

In the surface reaction set for HBr/He TCP plasma, the following processes are
considered:
(i).

Bromination of Si and SiBrx layers to volatile SiBr4

(ii).

Hydrogenation of Si and SiHx layers to volatile SiH4

(iii).

Hydro-bromination of Si and volatile SiHxBry (x + y < 4) layer

(iv).

Different sputter processes like physical sputtering, chemical sputtering etc.

Table 3-10 Overview of the surface processes taken into account in the model.
Surface reaction

Probability

Reference

Br + SiBrx(s) → SiBrx+1(s) (x = 0 - 3)

1.00, 0.10, 0.10, 0.01

[134]

Br + SiHx(s) → SiHxBr(s) (x = 1 - 3)

0.10, 0.10, 0.01

[134]

Br + SiHx(s) → SiHx-1(s)+ HBr (x = 1 - 3)

0.20, 0.20, 0.20

[135]

Br + SiHBrx(s) → SiHBrx+1(s) (x = 1 - 2)

0.10, 0.01

[134]

1.00, 0.90, 0.60,0.01

[136]

1.00, 0.90, 0.60, 0.01
0.60, 0.01

[136]
[136]

SY(E) a,b

SY(E) a,b

Bromination of Silicon

Hydrogenation of Silicon
H + SiHx(s) → SiHx+1(s) (x = 0 - 3)
H + SiBrx(s) → SiHBrx(s) (x = 0 - 3)
H + SiHBrx(s) → SiHx+1Br(s) (x = 1 - 2)
Sputtering
X+ + SiHxBrx(s) → SiHxBry + X
(x =0 - 3, y=0- 3, x+y<4)
a

See Figure 3-1 for the values of the sputter yields.

b

X = Br, Br2, HBr.

Summary of the surface reactions and their reaction probabilities with various
surface layers are presented in Table 3.10. The reactions are not specified by the
reaction rate coefficients like in the plasma chemistry but are specified by probabilities
and are needed in the SKM used for this purpose. Further, etching by hydrogen and
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bromine can also occurs with H2, Br2 and HBr but with much lower rates. Only the
atomic reactants are presented in this summary.
The exact surface reaction probabilities for most surfaces are not available in the
literature. For these surfaces, the reaction sets were created based on experimental data
and consistent with experimental observation, as explained below. The surface
reactions and their probabilities shown in Table 3-10 are applied in the SKM and
PCMCS modules (details in sections 2.3.4 & 2.3.5).

3.6.1 Chemical Etching of Silicon
The surface reactions presented in Table 3-10 describe the chemical etching of silicon
with bromine and hydrogen. Different proccesses such as absorption, abstration and
etching for H and Br on the surface can occur. The sticking probability for neutrals on
the surface is taken to be 1 for both reactants Br and H on clean Si. Br and H atoms will
bind with Si surface atoms to form a SiHxBry (x + y < 4) layer. The more Br atoms
bonded to a Si surface atom, the weaker the SiBrx molecule is bound to the surface.
Eventually the Si atom can be extracted from the surface in the form of SiBr4, SiH4 or
any possible combination of SiHxBry (x + y = 4), which are volatile molecules.
However, the spontaneous chemical etching of Si in the form of SiBr4 without ion
bombardment is very slow and practically negligible. This is due to the fact that when
SiBr4 is formed, it will remain stuck to the surface before it can thermodynamically
desorb. The actual desorption of SiBr4 will be assisted by ion bombardment or by
heating of the surface. Compared to Br atoms, Br2 molecules are less reactive towards
a silicon surface because Br2 is a stable molecule and less eager to chemically react
with silicon. The same is true for HBr. It is also worth mentioning that the etch products
containing both bromine and hydrogen atoms, SiHxBry(x≥0, y≥0, x+y=4), can be more
volatile than SiBr4 itself [137].

3.6.2 Sputter Process
An energetic ion (10-100 eV or above ) when arrives at the surface of wafer, it penetrate
into the wafer surface and cause a collision cascade. This results in a process called
sputtereing in which some atoms from the surface launched into the gas phase. A
minimum (threshold) energy for an ion is required to eject (launched) a surface atoms
into the gas phase. The value of this threshold energy is normally 10-100 eV depending
on the nature of material and ions. Matsunami et al.[138] proposed a formula based on
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experimental data to predict the sputter yield of various monoatomic ions on various
surfaces. The sputter yields for He+, Br+, Br2+ and HBr+ ions on poly-Si (a), and on
various SiHxBry surface (b) , implemented in our model, are based on this formula and
are plotted as a function of bombarding energy in Figure 3-1. Although the formula is
in principle only valid for monoatomic ions, due to the small mass difference between
HBr and Br, the sputter yield of HBr+ was considered to be the same as that of
Br+(therefore, the sputter yield of HBr+ ions is not explicitly shown in Figure 3-1).
These sputter yields are valid for ions arriving perpendicular to the surface, which is
true here for practically all ions, as they are accelerated through the sheath. Increasing
the ions energy, more energy is transferred to surface atoms and hence spttuer yield
increases. Further light atoms will sputter more slowly than heaver ions as clear from
Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1 Sputter yields of He+, Br+, Br2+ , as a function of ion energy, for perpendicular
ion bombardment, as implemented in the model, on poly-Si (a) and on the various SiHxBry
layers (b) . The sputter yields of H+, H2+ and H3+ are negligible due to their low mass. The
sputter yield of HBr+ is considered to be the same as that of Br+ (See text).

It should be noted that this is the sputter yield on pure Si. In reality, Br and H
neutral fluxes to the wafer will significantly increase the sputter yield due to chemical
transformation of Si to SiHxBry which is more easily sputtered. We could not find
sufficient data for the sputter yields of SiHxBry layers; therefore, we assumed values
based on yields proposed by Hoekstra et al. [134] for sputtering of SiClx layers under
similar operating conditions. This is based on the principle that, the less bonds the Si
atom (in the form of SiHxBry) has with the Si-bulk, the more easily it can be detached
from the surface by ion bombardment, which is logical.
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Beside the neutral species and ions, the molecular can also bombard the surface,
and will give rise to sputtering. This can be represented by one general equation given
in Table 3.10 above:
SiHxBry(s) + X+ → SiHxBry + X (x =0 - 3, y=0- 3, x+y<4)
where X+ = He+, Br+, Br2+ or HBr+. Hence, this equation illustrates the surface reactions
that can occur for the He+, Br+, Br2+ or HBr+ ions. Sputtering by H+, H2+ or H3+ ions is
not included in our model, because it is negligible due to the small masses of these ions,
i.e., the energy transfer is very poor to create a significant collision cascade. The same
is in principle true for He+ ions, but as they are more abundant in the plasma, certainly
at high He fractions in the gas mixture, sputtering by He+ ions is explicitly included. In
the literature, the sputter yields data for monoatomic ions are usually availible on
various surfaces. For the molecular ions considered in our model like Br2+, these data
are not availible, and we consider the molecular ion as the sum of separate atoms
arriving at the surface. The sputter yield of Br2+ is defined as twice the sputter yield of
Br+ but at half of the kinetic energy, because the energy of the of Br2+ ion has to be split
over its fractions i.e, as Br atom and a Br+ ion. It is intresting to note that in the
simulation it is still Br2+ bombarding the wafer, so one positive charge is indeed arriving
at the surface.
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4 Fluid Model (CCP Plasma) Results

In this chapter results for fluid modeling for HBr/He and HBr/Ar plasma are presented.
An analysis based on time avergaed reaction rates is done to optimize the reaction set
of HBr/He discharge.

4.1 Introduction
In the micro-electronic industry, gases such as florine, chlorine and bromine are usually
used for the etching of Si due to their selectivity and high etch rate to obtained
anisotropic etch profile. The most basic and obvious process parameters to control the
Si etch rate in HBr/X (X=Ar, He) plasma are the gas mixture ratio, pressure, electrode
separation, frequency, applied voltage etc., these parameters have a direct effect on the
plasma charachteristics, therefore it is common to tune these parameters to get the
desired results. The etching process is strongly dependent on the plasma compostion
i.e. on the fluxes of neutral, ionic and radical species. Numerical simulation is
performed to investigate the effect of operating conditions on the plasma parameters.
These simulation will provide a detailed information on the plasma behaviour. In the
following sections, general characheteristics will be studied for HBr/X CCP plasma
under different operating conditions. Based on simulation results, the effect of pressure,
frequency, electrode separation on densities of various species will be discussed. In
addition, an analysis is performed to identify the important reactions which participate
in the production and comsumption of important species and hence effect their
distribution inside the plasma reactor.

4.2 General Plasma Charachteristics: Results & Discussion
As mentioned above the main focus of this study is to indentify the main/active species
in HBr plasma for a Capactive Coupled Plasma (CCP) reactor using time average
reaction rates calcuation by fluid model and to investegate the effect of buffer gas (He
and Ar) on the flux and density distribution of active species. For this purpose the
reacctor geometry used in this study is shown in Figure 4-1. Following are the operating
conditons: discharge gap is Z=L=3cm, radius of circular electrode is R=15cm, the
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driving frequency is 13.56 MHz, operating voltage is 300 V and total pressure of
background gasses is 50m-100mTorr.The working gas for initial simulation is 20% He
or Ar, and 80% HBr mixture.

Figure 4-1 Schematic diagram of the cylindrical capacitively coupled plasma
reactor configuration used in simulation.
The simulation results show that the dominant species in both HBr/He and
HBr/Ar plasmas are Br, H, Br+, and HBr+. In both HBr/Ar and HBr/He plasmas, the
neutral species H and Br are mainly produced from the dissociation of HBr through
reactions R9,R10, R12 and R19 (Table 3.4). In addition, these species can also be
produced via step dissociation of He* through reactions R49-R50 in HBr/He plasma.
The rates of these reactions are very high which result in high densities of H and Br in
the discharge. Similarly, Ar+/He+, HBr+, and Br+ are generated in the discharge through
the direct ionization of Ar and/or He, HBr and Br through reactions R2-R3, R11 and
R22. These ions are also produced in the discharge through other reactions/processes
like R30-R33, R45,R46 and R52. The total reaction rates for the production of all the
dominant and active species are shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2 Time average total reaction rates of the reactions involved in the
production of H, Br, Br+, HBr+ Ar+ and/or He+ in HBr/Ar plasma(0.8/0.2) (a)
HBr/He plasma(0.8/0.2) (b). The operating conditions are: Total gas pressure 50
mTorr, electrode gap 3cm, and operating frequency13.56 MHz

4.3 Effect of Voltage,Frequency and Electrode Separation on
the Species Densities
Figure 4-3 to 4-5 respectively show the densities of important species and electrons as
a function of driving voltage, frequency and electrode separation in the absence of the
vibrational excited state of HBr (R13-R20) in the reaction set of Table 3.4.

Figure 4-3. Model-predicted space averaged densities of important species as a
function of HF Voltage (a), Radial distributions of electron density along the
reactor centerline ( z=L/2) at different HF Voltage (b), for HBr/He (0.9/0.1)
discharge sustain at 50mtorr, 13.56MHz and 3cm electrode gap.
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Figure 4-3 shows the space averaged densities of main species at the center of
the discharge gap in HBr/He plasma as a function of applied voltage. It is clear from
this figure that with increasing HF voltage, there is slight increase in the densities of all
the important species in the plasma reactor. As at low voltage, the ion density is small,
it means that initially the ion flux is mobility-dominant (see Equation 2-3). Hence an
increase in the voltage also increases the electric field and the ion flux increases. This
results in a high ionization rate and an increase in the average electron density which
leads to an increase in the densities of other species in the reactor.
Figure 4-4(a) shows the values of densities of various important species as a
function driving frequency at the center of the discharge. It can be seen from this figure
that the densities increase with increase in frequency. This shows efficient plasma
production at high frequencies. When excitation frequency is increased, the electron
density is also increased which results in more ionization and dissociation of the
background gases and hence the densities of species increases.

Figure 4-4 Model-predicted space averaged densities of important species as a
function of frequency (a), Radial distributions of electron density along the reactor
centerline ( z=L/2) at different frequency (b), for HBr/He (0.9/0.1) discharge
sustain at 50mtorr, 300V HF voltage and 3cm electrode gap.
Figure 4-4(b) shows the radial distribution of electron density for HBr/He
plasma (with 10%He in the mixture) at different frequencies. It shows that, as the
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frequency is increased the electron density is also increased. This shows that at higher
frequencies the energy coupling mechanism becomes efficient.

Figure 4-5 Model-predicted space averaged densities of important species as a
function of electrode gap (a), Radial distributions of electron density along the
reactor centerline ( z=L/2) (b) at different electrode gap for 10% He in HBr/He
mixture. The operating conditions are: 50 mTorr total gas pressure, 13.56 MHz
operating frequency for HF electrode, while LF electrode is grounded.
The radial distribution of electron density profile for different electrode gaps is
shown in Figure 4-5(a). It is clear that by increasing the space between electrodes, the
electron density decreases. This is due to the fact that by increasing distance between
electrodes, electric field strength is reduced in the plasma reactor which results in a
decrease in the plasma production region and hence in the electron density and densities
of other species.

4.4 Comparison of HBr/He and HBr/Ar CCP Plasmas
The most dominant and active species that play a vital role in the etching process
in the HBr based plasmas are reactive neutrals H and Br atoms which are the main
precursors for chemical etching as well as the ions like HBr+ and Br+ which are
responsible for sputtering of the substrate. Figure 4-6 shows a comparison of the density
distributions of the active neutral species (H and Br) in both the plasmas. The high
densities of H and Br in the discharge clearly indicates that HBr is highly dissociative.
The active neutral species (H and Br) shown in this figure have bell shaped distribution
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which indicates that these species have higher generation rate than consumption rate at
the center of discharge. This figure also shows that the densities of H and Br in HBr/Ar
plasmas are an order of magnitude higher than the densities of these species in HBr/He
plasmas. This is due to low excitation and ionization energy of Ar as compare to He.
The low excitation and ionization energy of Ar results in production of more electrons
in HBr/Ar as compare to HBr/He plasma and hence higher production rates of these
active species through dissociation and ionization phenomena.

Figure 4-6 Distributions of the active neutral species densities in HBr/Ar and
HBr/He (0.8/20) discharge for the same operating conditions as in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-7 shows a comparison of the active ionic species produced in the
HBr/Ar and HBr/He plasmas. The most prominent ions in both the discharges are HBr+,
Br+, Br- , He+ and/or Ar+. The densities of other ions like H+, H2+ etc. are comparatively
small and are not shown. The ions HBr+ and Br+ have double humped density
distribution in the discharge which shows that these ions are mostly produced near the
electrodes. The HBr+ density is higher than all other positive ions in both the discharges.
However the densities of all the ions in HBr/Ar plasma are higher an order of magnitude
than the densities of ions in HBr/He plasma for the same reason as discussed above and
are shown in Figure 4-7. Moreover, it may be noted that in HBr plasmas, Br- is formed
by electron impact dissociative attachment of HBr (R10 and R19 in Table 3.4), which
has a very low threshold energy of about 0.08 eV, therefore Br- have high density (about
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10 11cm-3) in both the discharges as shown in Figure 4-8 for HBr/Ar discharge. HBr+
and Br+ density distribution are more uniform in the center of the discharge in HBr/Ar
plasmas which shows theses ions are consumed at relatively low rate and therefore have
relative high densities compare to HBr/He plasmas.

Figure 4-7 Distributions of the active neutral species densities in HBr/Ar and
HBr/He (0.8/20) discharge for the same operating conditions as in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-9 shows the pattern of electric field and power density distribution for
HBr/Ar (0.8/0.2) plasma. The electric field is relatively weak in the bulk plasma region
while rapidly increases towards the electrodes and radial edge suggesting the
predominant ionization in these regions. Consequently, the delivered power would
primarily dissipate in the aforementioned regions, as shown by Figure 4-9 (c-d).
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Figure 4-8 Density distributions of other relevant species in HBr/Ar (0.8/20)
discharge for the same operating conditions as in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-10 show the space averaged densities of the active etchant species i.e.
Br, HBr+, H, and Br+ in HBr/Ar and HBr/He plasma as a function of additive gas (Ar
or He) fraction. These species are considered to be important for etching in HBr-based
discharges [139] . The densities of Br, HBr+, and H decreases slightly by increasing
concentration of the buffer gas (i.e., He or Ar) in the discharge. In both the plasmas,
Br+, He+ and/or Ar+ densities increase with increase in concentration of the additive gas.
Further, it can be seen from Figure 4-10 that the densities of all dominant species i.e.
Br, H, Br+, HBr+ in HBr/Ar discharge are slightly higher an order of magnitude than
those in HBr/He discharges for the same input parameters and same reason as explained
earlier.
Figure 4-11 shows the electron density and electron temperature as a function
of additive gas percentage for HBr/Ar and HBr/He plasma discharges. As the additive
gas He or Ar ratio is increased, the density and temperature of electrons is increased in
both HBr/Ar and HBr/He plasmas. Compare to HBr and Br, the electron impact
reactions for Ar and/or He have higher threshold energies (see Table 3.4 and 3.5) or
lower cross-section and therefore will not occur so often. This results in an increase in
the electron temperature with addition of He or Ar to HBr as shown in Figure 4-11(b).
The increase in temperature of electrons results in more ionization and excitation. The
electron impact ionization is the main production process for the electrons which results
in an increase in the density of electrons. However, the density of electrons in HBr/Ar
is higher than that in HBr/He under the same operating conditions, as shown in Figure
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4-11(a). This is due to the lower excitation and ionization threshold energies of Ar (11.6
and 15.8 eV, respectively) than that of He (19.8 and 24.6 eV, respectively).
Furthermore, the electron temperature in HBr/He plasma is relatively high than HBr/Ar
plasma. This is due to the higher threshold energies for the electron impact reactions of
He (24.54eV). This results in less energy transfer from electrons to He gas atoms in
case of HBr/He plasma. Similar trends have also been observed with the Langmuir
probe diagnostics reported by Ham et al[93]and by others[139], [140].

Figure 4-9 The distribution of average electric field and average power density for
HBr/Ar (0.8/0.2) plasma. Axial filed distribution at the center of the discharge (a)
radial field distribution near the electrode surface (b) axial power density
distribution at the center (c) radial power density distribution near the electrode
surface (d). The other operating conditions are the same as in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-12 shows the radial distribution of the species densities and fluxes in
HBr/Ar plasma. It can be seen that all the species are uniformly distributed along the
wafer surface (on electrode). The maximum density of HBr+, Ar+, H and Br species
appear near the ground side wall of the reactor, where more electron impact ionization
(of Ar and HBr) and dissociation (of HBr) occurs due to the strong electric filed near
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the reactor edge (see Figure 4-9). The stronger electric field gives high electron density
near the reactor edge. The electron density distribution clearly effects the radial
distribution in densities of HBr+, Ar+, H and Br. In fact, all these species are produced
mainly by electron impact ionization and dissociation, as stated above. The uniform
density distribution of dominant/active species along radius/wafer can lead to uniform
and controlled etching pattern of the wafer, therefore by suitable gas ratio of HBr
plasmas the uniform and controlled etching can be achieved.

Figure 4-10 Densities of the active etchant neutrals and positive ions species as a
function of additive gas fraction in the HBr/Ar plasma (a) HBr/He plasma (b). The
other operating conditions are the same as in Figure 4-2.
As mentioned above, in HBr based plasmas H, Br, Br+, HBr+ and Ar+/ He+
species have an important influence on the etching process. Therefore the radial
distribution of the axial flux of these species along with fluxes of background gas
species (HBr and Ar for HBr/Ar plasma) at the wafer surface (electrode) is presented
in Figure 4-12(b). It can be observed that the flux of Br+ is few order of magnitude
lowers than the flux of Ar+ and HBr+ under the same operating conditions. The
maximum flux of HBr+, Ar+, H and Br species appear near the ground side wall. The
radial flux of Br- is around 1015 cm-2s-1 and is not shown in the figure. From Figure 412 (b) it is clear that the flux of neutrals is around 1018 cm-2s-1, while the flux of the ions
in the plasma is about 1015 cm-2s-1. This means that more neutrals are arriving at the
electrode (wafer surface) than the ions which are logical for the considered operating
conditions of CCP plasma.
The densities of active species in HBr/He plasma is lowered by an order of
magnitude or more from HBr/Ar plasma (Figure 4-10), so the same trend of radial
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distribution of active species densities and/or fluxes are obtained for HBr/He plasma
(not shown) but with 1-3 order of magnitude small. Further, as with the increase in the
additive gas fraction in HBr, the densities of ions like Ar+/He+ and Br+ increases,
therefore it is logical that the ratio of active ions density(or flux) vs. active neutrals
density(or flux) will increase. The density and flux of Ar+ in HBr/Ar plasma is a few
order of magnitude greater than the density and flux of He+ in HBr/He plasma, therefore
compare to HBr/He plasma, a maximum change (increase) in ions vs. neutrals density
(or flux) occurs for HBr/Ar plasma.

Figure 4-11 The electron density (a) and electron temperature (b) of HBr/Ar and
HBr/He as a function of additive gas fraction. The other operating conditions are
the same as in Figure 4-2.
In order to improve and control the etching uniformity and etch rate, it is
important to control the densities and fluxes of the active etchant species in the
discharge and on the electrode surfaces (wafer). To do so, different input parameters
like gas pressure, excitation frequency, applied voltage, discharge gap, gas mixture ratio
etc. can be used to control the densities and fluxes of these dominant species. Out of all
these input parameters, the main variable which control the densities and fluxes of
various species is the gas mixture ratio (HBr/X, X= Ar or He) to control the etchant
species densities and hence their fluxes in the discharge. Both the amounts of precursors
gas HBr and ionizing agent X change as a function of additive gas fraction, so we can
expect a variation in the chemical composition and other reactive species in the
discharge. With the increase in the additive gas percentage in HBr, the H and Br density
decreases (Figure 4-10). These etchant atoms delivered from the discharge react with
the electrode surface (wafer) to form volatile etch products. The higher the densities
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and fluxes of these etchant atoms, the more volatile etch products are formed and the
higher etch rate is achieved. The decrease in densities and fluxes of these species
indicates that chemical etch rate decrease upon increasing additive gas fraction. On the
other hand the ions like X+ and Br+ densities (and hence their fluxes) increase with the
increase in additive gas fraction in the plasma. The higher densities (and fluxes) of ions
in the plasma is needed for anisotropic etching. As the additive gas fraction increases,
the ions to neutral flux (or density) ratio increases. However, the density of Ar+ in
HBr/Ar is 3-4 order higher than He+ in HBr/He plasma (Figure 4-10), therefore HBr/Ar
plasma shows more change in the ion density and flux as compare to HBr/He plasma
and hence the etching rate in HBr/Ar plasma discharge can be considered to be in the
ion-assisted regime. The overall density of H and Br in HBr/X plasma is higher than
Br+ and HBr+ densities. This suggest that the chemical etching is prominent than
physical etching and hence the overall etch rate decrease upon increasing additive gas
fraction in HBr plasma. The decrease in etch rate in HBr plasmas upon increase in the
additive gases fraction (He, Ar, Cl2, N2, O2 etc.) has been reported in the literature.

Figure 4-12 Radial Distribution of species densities (a) and species fluxes (b) near
the powered electrode (wafer) in HBr/Ar (0.8/0.2) plasma .The other operating
conditions are the same as in Figure 4-2.

4.5 Effect of Various Reactions on the Density Distribution
of Etchant Species
The time average reaction rates have also been calculated to study the influence of
various reactions on the production, consumption and density distribution of H, Br, Br+
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and HBr+ in HBr/He plasma discharge. The percentage contribution of various reactions
to the production and consumption of these important species is given in Table 4-1.This
table shows that the reaction rates for reactions R18, R19, R9, R20 and R11 are high.
The reaction rates of these reactions result in the high production rates of H, Br, Br- and
HBr+ which lead to high densities of these species in the discharge. This also suggests
that the dissociation and ionization of HBr vibrational (R18, R19, and R20) are the
dominant reaction processes in the discharge. The vibrationally excited HBr species are
very important for getting higher densities of H, Br, Br- and HBr+ as well as to get the
accurate ion balance in the discharge.

Figure 4-13 Density distribution of Br (a), H(b), Br+(c) and HBr+(d) for different
HBr/He mixture ratio. The other operating conditions: Total gas pressure 75
mTorr, electrode gap 3cm, and operating frequency13.56 MHz
Figure 4-13 shows the density distribution of the above mentioned active
species for various HBr/He gas mixing ratios at a pressure of 75mTorr. This Figure
shows that H and Br have bell shaped distributions for the various gas mixing ratios
used in the calculation. This shows that the production rate of H and Br is more as
compare to the consumption rate of these species. However, the maxima of the Br and
H densities slightly decrease with an increase in He concentration in the discharge. On
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the other hand, the ions Br+ and HBr+ have double hump distribution. However, the
densities and the depth of the midway distribution decrease with an increase in He
concentration in the discharge. This is again due to the disparity in the production and
consumption rates of these species. The power at the center of the discharge for
different gas mixture ratio almost remains same i.e. 2.5×104 W along Z.

Figure 4-14 Density distribution of Br (a), H(b), Br+(c) and HBr+(d) for HBr/He
(0.2/0.8) at different pressure. The other operating conditions are the same
operating conditions as in Figure 4-13.
Figure 4-14 shows the effect of pressure on the density of active species. As the
pressure increases, the total production rates of all the active species increase due to
increased dissociation and ionization. With an increase in pressure, the total time
averaged production rate of Br increases from 1.91019 to 91019cm-3s-1, while the
consumption rate increases from 1.11018 to 61018cm-3s-1. Similarly the total
production rate of H increases from 51018 to 21019cm-3s-1 while the consumption rate
increase from 8.51017 to 31018cm-3s-1. As a result, the maxima of both H and Br
densities increase with the increase in pressure due to the large difference between
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production and consumption rates at high pressure. The HBr+ density also increases
with increase in gas pressure. However, the density of Br+ decreases with increase in
the gas pressure. This is due to the charge exchange reaction R35 (Table 3-4) which
increases significantly due to higher density of HBr at high pressure. The power at the
center of the discharge for different pressure changes slightly i.e. from 2.2×104W to
2.6×104W along Z.
Table 4-1 Percentage (%) contribution for production and consumption of H, Br,
Br+ and HBr+ in gas phase.
R.No

75mTorr
He-20% He-50%

HBr/He (0.2/0.8)
He-80%

50mTorr

100mTorr

H Production
R5

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R9

2.3

1

3

<1

4

R10

1.9

1

2

<1

3

R12

4.88

3

3

<1

6

R18

45.4

47

45

~50

43

R19

45.4

47

45

~50

43

R25

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R26

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R29

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R32

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R33

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R34

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R40

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R43

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R49

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R50

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R7

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R24

99

99

99

99

99

R27

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R28

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R47

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

H Consumption
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Table continued
Br Production
R9

5

3

6

<1

7

R12

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R18

87

93

90

99

85

R23

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R24

3

1

1.3

<1

1

R27

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R35

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R36

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R38

4

2

3

<1

5

R39

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R40

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R41

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R42

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R43

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R44

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R49

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R22

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R31

29

14

2

24

22

R33

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R46

70

85

97

75

77

R22

20

8

8

7

3

R31

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R33

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R46

79

91

91

92

96

R35

97

92

~83

~70

~85

R36

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R39

3

5

16

30

15

R11

<1

1.5

3

<1

<1

R20

<99

98

97

>99

99

Br Consumption

Br+ Production

Br+ Consumption

HBr+ Production
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Table continued
R30

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R32

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R35

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R45

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R52

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R12

81

82

79.3

~87

80

R37

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

R38

18

17

20

13

20

HBr+ Consumption

Figure 4-15 Effect of R46 on the density of Br (a) Effect of R12& R38 on the
density of HBr+ (b) in HBr plasma for HBr/He (0.2/0.8) at a pressure of 75mTorr.
The other operating conditions are the same as in Figure 4-13.
The dependence of density distribution on production and consumption rates
can be seen in looking at Figures 4-15, 4-16 and 4-17 respectively. The effect of a
particular reaction on the density of H, Br, Br+ and/or HBr+ can be seen by including or
excluding that particular reaction in the simulation. For example, Figure 4-15 shows
the effect of reactions R46 and R12 (Table 3.4) on the densities of Br and HBr+
respectively. Figure 4-15a shows the effect of R46 (He+ + Br → Br+ + He) on the
density of Br at 75mTorr. This figure shows that when all consumption reactions are
included in the simulation, the density of Br is small. When R46 is absent, the profile
of Br density distribution remains bell shaped however, the overall density increases
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because of low over all consumption rate in the absence of R46. Figure 4-15b shows
the effect of reaction R12 (e + HBr+ → Br + H) on the density distribution of HBr+. This
figure shows that in the presence of R12 along with other consumption reactions the
density distribution of HBr+ is double humped. However, when the reaction R12 is
switched off by keeping all other reactions present in the calculation the density
distribution of HBr+ changes from double humped to bell shaped. This shows that the
reaction R12 is the main reaction that has an effect on the distribution of HBr+.
Table 4-1 shows that for all the pressures and gas mixture ratios, Br is mainly
produced from the electron impact dissociation of HBr (R9 &R18 in Table 3.4).
However, the main production of Br is through reaction R18 while it is mainly
consumed through reactions R21. H is mainly produced through reactions R18 and R19
and it is mainly consumed through reaction R24 (Table 3.4) .Similarly HBr+ is produced
by the electron impact ionization of HBr through reaction R20 and is mainly consumed
through reaction R12. Br+ is mainly produced through ions exchange reaction R46 and
is mainly consumed through reaction R35. The spatial distribution of the important
species in the steady state can be explained by using time averaged continuity equation.
One dimensional continuity equation can be written as

n
2n
 D 2  S p  Sc
t
x
where S p and

(4-1)

Sc represents the rate of production and consumption. In the steady state

n
 0 , and hence the time average continuity equation can be written as
t

2 n
 ( S p  S c ) / D
x 2
In above equation

n

(4-2)

is the time average density of the specie. If the time averaged

production rate is greater than consumption rate i.e. S p  Sc , Equation (4-2) implies that

2 n
 0 , which is a condition for local maxima. If the time averaged production rate
x 2
2 n
is less than consumption rate i.e., S p  Sc , Equation (4-2) implies that 2  0 , which
x
is a condition for local minima. Similarly, if the time averaged production rate is greater
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2 n
0
than the average consumption rate ( S p  Sc ), then Equation (4-2) implies that
x 2
and hence the condition for local maximum is satisfied.

Figure 4-16 Maxima in the density distribution of Br and H at a pressure of
75mTorr for a gas mixture ratio of HBr/He (0.8/0.2).The other operating
conditions are the same as in Figure 4-13.
In the plasma, most of the hydrogen and bromine are produced at the center
of the discharge through electron impact reactions (R9, R10, R12, R18, and R19 (Table
3.4)) of HBr with small threshold energies. In this region the total production rate of
these species is high as compare to their consumption rate ( S p  Sc ) and hence the

2 n
 0 is satisfied in the central region. Hydrogen H and Br
condition for maxima i.e.
x 2
atoms diffuse through the chamber volume and a large number of H and Br atoms can
arrive at the reactor walls and electrodes where they are lost and hence the condition
for local minimum S p  Sc is satisfied there. These minima and maxima of H and Br
distribution are shown in Figure 4-16. Similarly, most of Br+ and HBr+ are produce
through electron impact ionization of Br and HBr (R22 and R20) in and near sheath
region where electron temperature/energy is high. In this region the total production
rate is more as compare to the total consumption rate of these species, so using Equation

2 n
(4-2) we get 2  0 , which is a condition for maxima. In the central region HBr+ is
x
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consumed mostly through electron impact dissociation reaction R12 whereas Br+ is
consumed through charge transfer reactions (R35 & R39). In the central region the
production rate of these species is less than the consumption rate ( S p  Sc ) and hence

2 n
 0 which is a condition for local minima. These
from Equation (4-2) we get
x 2
minima and maxima of Br+ and HBr+ distribution are shown in Figure 4-17.

Figure 4-17 Maxima and minima in the density distribution of Br+ and HBr+ at a
pressure of 75mTorr for a gas mixture ratio of HBr/He (0.8/0.2).The other
operating conditions are the same as in Figure 4-13.
Figure 4-18 (a-b) shows the pattern of electron temperature Vs. position
(along Z and R axis) for HBr/He (0.8/0.2) plasma. The electron temperature is relatively
low in the bulk plasma region while rapidly increases towards the electrodes and radial
edge suggesting the predominant ionization and consequently the maximum power
dissipation in these regions (Figure 4-18(c-d)).
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Figure 4-18 Electron temperature (a) as a function of Z (b) as a function of R. Electron
power (c) as a function of Z (d) as a function of R for HBr/He (0.8/0.2). The other operating
conditions are the same as in Figure 4-13.

Out of 40 reactions (which are involved in the production and/or
consumptions of active species) used in our fluid simulation, only 14 reactions
(R9,R10,R11,R12,R18,R19, R20, R22,R24,R31,R35,R38,R39,R46) are identified to
be very important for the net production and consumption of active species H, Br, Br+
and HBr+. Table 4-1 has helped us in identifying these fourteen reactions whose
percentage contribution in the production and consumption of these species are
significantly high. For other reactions, the time average reaction rate coefficients are
very small so we can drop these reactions. We have studied the effect of dropping of
these reactions on the densities and distribution of H, Br, Br+ and HBr+ at different
pressures as well as on different gas mixture ratio. Figure 4-19 shows the effect of
absence of 26 reactions on the densities of H, Br, Br+ and HBr+ for a mixture of HBr/He
(0.5/0.5) at pressure of 75mTorr. From Figure 4-19 it is clear that the dropped reactions
have insignificant effect on the densities and distribution of all these active species in
the discharge. We can ignore these reactions to save our simulation time.
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Figure 4-19 Comparison of the density distribution of Br (a), H (b), Br+ (c) and HBr+ (d) when
all (40Reactions) and few reactions (14) are used for simulation at a pressure of 75 mTorr for
HBr/He (0.5/0.5) discharge.

4.6 Conclusions
HBr has been widely used in the semiconductor industry for various applications such
as poly silicon etching, group III-V semiconductors, high k (dielectric constant) gate
dielectrics and low k oxides etching for interconnects. HBr plasma also provides higher
etching selectivity in case of SiO2, Si3N4, and organic photoresists. It is therefore
important to identify the active species in the HBr plasma discharge and to estimate the
densities of neutral species and ions that play a crucial role in the etching process under
various operating conditions. The model calculations show that the most dominant
species for etching in HBr/Ar and HBr/He discharge are HBr+, Br+, Br and H. In the
HBr plasma, neutral species like H and Br are the key players for chemical etching
while positive ions like Br+ and HBr+, He+ and/or Ar+ are responsible for physical and
ion-assisted etching.
As the fraction of additive gas is increased in HBr, the electron density and the
electron temperature are increased. The densities of all species in HBr/Ar plasma are
higher than those of HBr/He plasma, however the electron temperature of HBr/He is
higher than that of HBr/Ar. It was found that with increase in additive gas fraction, the
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densities of neutral species H and Br decrease slightly while the densities of ions Br+
and He+/Ar+ increase more quickly. Therefore the ions to neutral density ratios change
which is a key for the selective and anisotropic etching in HBr plasma. Since the Ar+
density in HBr/Ar plasma is 3 to 4 times higher than He+ density in HBr/He discharge,
therefore the ratio of active ions to neutral species densities is very high in HBr/Ar
discharge and hence enhanced anisotropic etching can be obtained with HBr/Ar plasma
discharge. Moreover, higher fraction of the additive gas results in higher positive ion
densities and fluxes towards the substrate, and hence a uniform and anisotropic etching
profile can be obtained.
We have also studied the effect of different gas pressure on the density
distribution of important etching species like H, Br, Br+ and HBr+ in HBr/He
capacitively coupled plasma discharge. The simulation results show that the densities
of neutral species H and Br increase by increasing pressure in HBr/He mixture. The
density of Br+ increases near electrodes with increase of HBr percentage in HBr/He gas
mixture. However, the density of Br+ decreases with increase in pressure. HBr+ density
increases with increase in pressure as well as with increase in HBr fraction in the gas
mixture.
Time average reaction rates have been calculated for all reactions included in
the production and consumption of important species i.e. H, Br, Br+ and HBr+. The
reaction rates are used to identify the important reactions for the production and
consumption of these species. The spatial distribution of all these species has been
explained with the help of the time averaged reaction rates. Time average reaction rates
have helped us to identify 14 important reactions that have significant effect on the
production and consumption of H, Br, Br+ and HBr+ in HBr/He plasma discharge. The
remaining reactions in the simulation are found to be insignificant and hence can be
dropped.
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This chapter describes the results obtained from two dimensional hybrid model HPEM
for HBr/He plasma used for Si etching in the semiconductor industry.

5.1 Introduction
Today, in the microelectronic industry, HBr Inductively/Transformered Coupled
Plasma (ICP/TCP) is often used for the etching of various materials such as C, Pb,
indium tin oxide (ITO),GAN, gallium indium zinc oxide (GIZO) , InP, InGaAs , Pt,
and [83], [84], [90], [91], [141]–[144]. Most of all, inductive coupled plasma have been
extensively used for the selective and anisotropic etching of silicon. HBr ICP plasma
have been intensively investigated by many groups. To optimize and improve the
etching mechanism of ICP/TCP reactors, a deep understanding of the HBr plasma has
become more important. HBr is used with other mixtures like it combined with Ar, He,
Cl2, BCl3, CH4, H2, Cl2/O2 etc. Because of the poor knowledge of the physicochemical
processes, the simplest system like HBr/Ar , HBr/He is not yet fully understand.
Different plasma mixtures like HBr/He, HBr/Ar, HBr/Cl2 have been used by many
researcher, but all of them used 0-dimensional global model to study the plasma. To get
more information and detail of the simplest HBr/He plasma system, we used a twodimensinal hybrid model to investigate the plasma charachteristics and the Si etch
phenomena in more detail. To optimize the etch phenomena and to validate our
simulation results with experimental results, we choose the basic parameter i.e. gas
mixture ratio to study the plasma charahcteristcs and etch phenomena in detail.
The etch phenomena strongly depends on the the important etch species and
plasma composition as well as the etchant ions flux towards the substrate etc. To
optimize the etch phenomena, it is important to understand these effects with different
input operating parameters . We chose the gas mixture ratio as our input parameter
because the experimental data for etching rate availible to us was in the form of etching
rate vs gas mixture ratio. To investigate the influence of gas mixture ratio on the etching
rate and plasma charachteristics in HBr/He plasma, numerical simulation was
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performed that provided a detailed information of the etching phenomena as well as the
plasma behavioer in the discharge. A comparrison with experimentally meaured
etching rates was made to validate our modeling results.
In the follwing sections a general plasma charachteristics will be discussed for
HBr/He plasma which is used for Si etching. Further, the effect of He percentage on
the bulk plasma charachteristics as well as on the etching rate will be discussed in detail
based on our numerical results.

5.2 Genral Plasma Charachteristics
Calculations were performed for HBr/He mixtures in a Transformer Coupled Plasma
reactor (TCP) of which the geometry is shown in Figure 5-1. Following operating
conditions were considered: 60 mTorr total gas pressure, 450 sccm total gas flow rate
for a mixture of 20% He and 80% HBr, 800 W source power, -223 V dc bias at the
substrate electrode and an operating frequency of 13.56 MHz applied to the coil and to
the substrate electrode. The bias voltage of -223 V corresponds to a bias power of 76
W.

Figure 5-1 Two-dimensional transformer coupled plasma (TCP) reactor geometry
used in the model. The left axis is the symmetry axis of the cylindrically
symmetrical reactor.
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5.2.1 Plasma Species Density Profiles
Figure 5-2 shows the calculated density profiles of different plasma species in the
reactor volume, averaged over one rf cycle. The background gases (HBr and He) and
the Br radicals have the highest densities in the reactor. HBr and He have a maximum
density near the inlet as expected, and their densities show a minimum in the area where
the plasma density is the highest, i.e., directly underneath the coil, where most electron
impact reactions occur, due to the higher electron temperature (see below). Wall
recombination and neutralization reactions of the other plasma species again raise the
densities of HBr and He near the walls. It is clear from Figure 5-2 that under given
conditions, the background gas (HBr) is highly dissociated. Indeed, the HBr density in
the bulk plasma is one order of magnitude lower than the density at the inlet, and the
density of the Br atoms in the bulk plasma even exceeds that of HBr. The drop in HBr
density is far more pronounced than for He, where the difference between the bulk
density and the inlet density is only a factor of 2. This is logical, because He can only
be ionized or excited, which requires a higher threshold energy (see Table 3.7). Besides
HBr, He and Br, also the H atoms have a non-negligible density in the plasma, with a
maximum underneath the coil, where most electron impact dissociation takes place.
The most important ions present in the bulk plasma are HBr+, Br+ and Br-. The
other ions have significantly lower densities and are therefore not shown. Indeed, HBr
and Br are the most abundant neutral species, so it is logical that their corresponding
ions are most important. The He+ ions are not so abundant because of the 20% He gas
fraction, and because of the high ionization threshold (i.e., 24.59 eV). The ionization
thresholds for HBr and Br are only 11.68 eV and 11.80 eV, respectively. This ionization
threshold is significantly lower, thus the HBr+ and Br+ are formed more easily than He+.
Furthermore, these values are also slightly lower than the ionization threshold of H
atoms (13.56 eV). As a result, the charge transfer reaction between H+ ions and HBr or
Br, creating HBr+ or Br+ with H, is favoured in this direction. Finally, Br- is formed by
electron impact dissociative attachement of HBr, which has a threshold energy of 0.08
eV.
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Figure 5-2 Calculated density profiles of the most important neutrals and ions, for
a 20% He and 80% HBr gas mixture. The operating conditions are: 60 mTorr
total gas pressure, 450 sccm gas flow rate, 800 W source power, -223 dc bias at the
substrate and 13.56 MHz operating frequency at the coil and at the substrate
electrode.
The maximum density (~9x1011 cm-3) of Br+ is still about one order of
magnitude higher than the maximum HBr+ density (~9x1010 cm-3), which follows the
behaviour of the corresponding neutrals. The ionization degree of Br and HBr is in
range 10-3 -10-4. The maximum density of Br- is ~ 3.4x1011 cm-3, while the maximum
density of electron is ~ 5.5x1011 cm-3, as shown in figure 3. All these species (Br+, Brand electrons) have maxima of their densities underneath the coil, where the power
deposition is highest. The HBr+ density, on the other hand, shows a maximum in the
center of the reactor, because its precursor (HBr) also has a maximum density in this
area (near the nozzle).

Figure 5-3 Calculated gas (a) and electron (b) temperature profiles for the same
operating conditions as in Figure 5-2.
The gas temperature in the plasma has a torus-shaped maximum of about 850 K,
following the windings of the coil, as shown in Figure 5-3(a). Indeed, the
electromagnetic fields generated by the coil are strongest here, resulting in a higher
acceleration of the electrons and also more gas heating. In the center of the reactor, the
gas is colder due to the centrally located nozzle, which injects the HBr/He feed gas at
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room-temperature. The electron temperature, averaged over 1 rf cycle, reaches a
maximum of about 2.8 eV underneath the coil (see Figure 5-3(b)).

5.3 Influences of the Gas Mixture on the Plasma Properties
Figure 5-4 shows the volume averaged densities of the most relevant neutrals and ions
for etching, as a function of the He fraction in the HBr/He mixture. The densities of
HBr and Br decrease upon increasing He fraction, which is logical. However, the HBr
density decreases more than linearly, whereas the drop in the Br density is less
pronounced. This suggests that the dissociation degree of HBr is larger when there is
more He in the plasma. Indeed, the overall gas mixture then becomes more atomic in
nature, and consequently rotational and vibrational excitations occur less often, so the
electron energy loss in the low and medium part of the EEDF is reduced. Moreover, the
electron impact reactions with He have higher threshold energies (see Table 3-7) and
will not occur so often. This results in an increase of the electron temperature with rising
He fraction, as illustrated in Figure 5-5, allowing the electrons to perform more
ionizations and dissociations. This increase in the electron temperature upon rising He
fraction is in good correlation with the Langmuir probe diagnostics reported by Ham et
al.[93] and the same effect was also observed by Cheng et al.[145]. In addition, the bias
power changes gradually from 70 W at 0% He to 145 W at 100% He. This is because
at higher He fraction, the total ion density becomes higher so the electric field generated
by the substrate bias is more strongly quenched by the higher ion density. Therefore, to
create the -223 V volt, more bias power is needed.
The more pronounced dissociation of HBr at higher He gas fractions also
explains the rise in H density upon rising He fraction, in spite of the lower HBr fraction
in the gas mixture. The total amount of hydrogen generated by dissociation of HBr (i.e.,
H and H2) of course follows the drop in the HBr fraction, as there is no other H-source
in the gas mixture, but due to the more pronounced overall dissociation in the plasma
at high He fractions, this actually results in an increase of the H atom density. Results
are shown for a maximum He fraction of 80%. Of course, applying even higher He
fractions up to 100% will eventually decrease the H density towards zero.
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Figure 5-4 Densities of the most important neutrals and ions as a function of He
fraction in the HBr/He mixture. The other operating conditions are the same as in
Figure 5-2.
The HBr+ ion density closely follows the trend of the HBr density, which is
logical, as it is mainly created by electron impact ionization of HBr. It is interesting to
see that the Br+ density increases with He gas fraction, for the same reason as explained
above, i.e., the plasma becomes more atomic in nature, allowing for more ionizations
and dissociations. Furthermore, the charge transfer from He+ to Br+ is another important
reason for the higher Br+ density upon rising He fraction, even up to 80% He. Again,
the Br+ density will rapidly decrease towards zero at 100% He, since there will be no
HBr precursor gas present in the plasma. Note that the fluxes of these plasma species
towards the wafer (not shown) follow the same trend upon increasing He fraction as the
species densities. They determine the etch rates, as will be elaborated in the next
section.
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Figure 5-5 Electron temperature as a function of He fraction in the HBr/He
mixture. The other operating conditions are the same as in Figure 5-2.
Figure 5-6 shows the chemical composition of the wafer surface during plasma
treatment. The H fraction in the surface is about twice as high as the Br fraction,
although it was clear from Figure 5-2 above that the density (and thus flux) of Br is
more than one order of magnitude higher than the H density (and flux). The reason for
this is that H is more eager to react with Si compared to Br (see Table 3-10), and this
also explain the lower H density in the plasma. The higher reactivity of H vs Br results
in a faster hydrogenation compared to bromination of the surface, even if Br may
abstract an H atom from the surface (see Table 3-10). Further, the chemical composition
is quite uniform along the wafer surface, except for a small increase in H fraction and
a decrease in Br fraction at the edge of the wafer (Figure 5-6(a)). The overall chemical
composition of the wafer surface as a function of He gas fraction (Figure 5-6(b)),
indicates a slight increase in H fraction upon increasing % He. This is like expected
because the density of H increases while the Br density decreases upon increasing %
He (see Figure 5-4) and hence we see a slightly stronger hydrogenation and less
bromination effect with increasing He % in the HBr/He mixture.
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Figure 5-6 Chemical composition of the surface, as a function of position on the
wafer, for 20% He in the gas mixture (a), and averaged over the wafer surface as
a function of He fraction in the HBr/He mixture (b). The other operating
conditions are the same as in Figure 6-2.

5.4 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Etch Rates
Figure 5-7 shows the calculated and experimental etching rates for different HBr/He
mixtures, as a function of position from the centre to the edge of the wafer. The
experimental etching rates were obtained by measuring the thickness of the wafer
before and after the etch experiment with ellipsometry. The actual etching process was
carried out in a Lam Research 2300 Versys Kiyo TCP reactor.The calculated etching
rates are more or less in the same range as the experimental values, but the experimental
etching rates are less uniform. The experimental data show a maximum etch rate in the
center of the wafer at high HBr fraction, changing to a maximum at the edge of the
wafer at high He fraction (apart from the 100% He case where the etch rate is ~0
nm/min). This can be explained as follows: At high HBr fractions, chemical etching is
very important, and is dependent on the densities of the reactive neutral species. The
HBr gas has a maximum density in the center of the reactor (see also Figure 5-2 above),
because of the gas inlet which is at the center of the reactor. This will cause a maximum
gas flow towards the wafer in the center, producing the reactive species (H and Br),
which are responsible for the etching, and this explains the maximum etch rate in the
center of the wafer. At high He fraction, chemical etching is less important and physical
sputter comes into play, even though the total etch rate becomes much lower. The
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maximum ion flux towards the wafer is found at a radial position of 6-8 cm, hence
corresponds to the position of the coil. This might explain why the maximum etching
rate is now not acheived at the center but near the edge of the wafer. The calculated
etching rates show a much more uniform profile. This might indicate that the effect of
the gas flow towards the wafer is underestimated in the model. Indeed, the model
predicts maximum densities of the H and Br atoms underneath the coil (see Figure 5-2
above). This gives rise to maximum fluxes towards the wafer at a radial position of 68 cm (see Figure 5-7), explaining why the calculated etch rates show a broad maximum
at a radial position in this area.

Figure 5-7 Comparison of experimental and calculated etch rates as a function of
position on wafer. The solid lines are the calculated etch rates while the dashed
lines represent the experimentally measured etch rates.
Finally, it is clear from Figure 5-7 that the Si etch rate drops upon increasing He
fraction, from about 120 nm/min in the pure HBr case, to 0 nm/min in the case of pure
He. Overall, the etch rate is quite low under these conditions, which is expected when
using HBr. Indeed, as mentioned in the introduction, Br is less reactive than Cl and F,
which results in a lower etch rate, but it allows for more control during etching and
more fine-tuning of the etch rate when fabricating ultra-small features. Even though the
ion density is higher at increased He fraction, the chemical conversion of the wafer
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surface seems to be the decisive factor that controls the overall etch rate. These results
suggest that the introduction of He to a HBr plasma strongly suppresses the formation
of SiHxBry (x≥0, y≥0, x+y=4) etch products, thereby decreasing the etch rate, even
when the ion bombardment is higher.

5.5 Conclusions
We have investigated an Inductively Coupled Plasma in a HBr/He mixture used for the
etching of silicon, by means of hybrid Monte Carlo - fluid plasma simulations. Brcontaining plasmas are becoming more popular in recent years, due to their lower
reactivity towards silicon compared to F and Cl. This allows for fine-tuning of the etch
rate for fabrication of ultra-small electronic components. We have studied the effect of
dilution of the HBr gas with He on the plasma characteristics and on the etch rate of Si,
in the range of 0-80 % He in the mixture. When He is added to HBr, the density and
flux of Br, which is an important etch species, decreases as expected, and this slows
down the formation of chemical etch products (SiHxBry), which in turn leads to an
overall decrease in the etch rate. It was also found that the density of the H atoms
actually increases with He gas fraction, at least in the range of 0-80% He. The reason
is that larger He fractions in the mixture yield a higher electron temperature, because
the electrons do not lose their energy so much by vibrational and rotational excitation.
Hence, the electron energy can be more efficiently used for ionization and dissociation,
resulting in a larger fraction of HBr to become dissociated.
For the same reason, the higher He fraction results in a higher total ion density
and more pronounced sputtering of the Si surface. However, our results clearly show
that the etch rate decreases with He gas fraction, suggesting that chemical etching is
still the most important factor determining the overall etch rate. Thus, chemical etching
versus physical sputtering can be controlled with the HBr/He mixing ratio.
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Plasma sources have played an imporatnat role in the development of semiconductor
industry. Plasma still has great potential for material processing in the semiconductor
industry. Hydrogen bromide (HBr) has some features that are superior to other halogen
based plasmas. In this study, hydrogen bromide (HBr) based plasma with helium (He)
or argon (Ar) as buffer gases has been investigated. Specifically, we have studies the
characteristics of homogenous discharge in a gas mixture of HBr and He (or Ar) by
using a self-consistent 2D fluid model. Two kinds of sources i.e., Capacitively Coupled
Plasma (CCP) and Transformerly Coupled Plasma (TCP) have been investigated.
Complete set of gas-phase and surface reactions are presented followed by the impact
of the gas mixing ratio on the plasma characteristics and the etch rates. A comparison
between HBr/He and HBr/Ar capacitively coupled plasma discharges towards
anisotropic etching process has been provided. Compared to F- and Cl-containing
plasma, Br plasmas offer lower reactivity towards silicon which is essentially desired
for fine-tuning of the etch rate for fabrication of highly sophisticated electronic
components. In this chapter, the research work presented in this dissertation is briefly
summarized along with some future recommendations

6.1 Numerical Study of HBr/X CCP Plasma Discharges
We numerically investigated the characteristics of homogenous discharge in
capacitively coupled HBr and X (X=He, Ar) mixed gases by developing a selfconsistent 2D fluid model. All interactions including vibrational excitation, electronic
excitations, ionization, radicals with radicals, neutrals with neutrals and radicals with
neutrals are considered to adequately represent the discharge in HBr/He plasma. The
impact of important parameters such as driving frequency, applied voltage, electrode
separation, pressure and gas mixture ratio on the densities of active species is explored.
The results indicate that the dominant species in HBr-based plasma discharge
include Br, Br+, H and HBr+. Further, the densities of these etching species are observed
to have direct correlation with driving frequency and applied voltage while inverse
correlation with electrode separation. Small electrode separration results in higher
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plasma density while increasing the separation between electrodes was responsible for
reduced plasma density. In addition, with the increase in pressure, the densities of H,
Br, and HBr+ increase while the density of Br+ decreases. Moreover, the HBr/He mixing
ratio significantly influences the densities of active species in plasma; specifically, the
addition of inert gas such as Ar or He to HBr decreases the densities of Br and HBr+
while increase the density of Br+ . Chemical etching dominates at lower concentration
of He while physical etching (sputtering) dominates at higher concentration of He. It is
interesting to note that the inclusion of vibrational and rotational excitation interaction
of electrons in the model, the densities of the echting species are enhances significantly.
These findings can assist in tuning the densities of active species for Si etching and
subsequently controlling chemical versus physical etching in HBr/He plasma.

6.2 Comparison of HBr/He and HBr/Ar Plasmas for Etching
Applications
As mentioned above HBr plasma has been widely used in the microelectronics industry
for a variety of applications due to higher etching selectivity in case of SiO2, Si3N4 and
organic photoresists. Therefore, it is important to investigate the active species present
in HBr based plasma discharge and their effective tuning towards its optimal operating
conditions. With this goal in mind, we conducted a comparative study of capacitively
coupled HBr/He and HBr/Ar plasma discharges by developing a

fluid model.

Specifically, comprehensive sets of gas-phase reactions are constructed for modeling
HBr/He and HBr/Ar plasma discharges. All the possible reaction processes such as
ionization, excitation, and dissociation and interactions of neutrals, radicals, and ions
are included.
The dominant species in both the HBr/He and the HBr/Ar gas mixtures are
identified. Specifically, the common neutral species such as H and Br have bell shape
distribution while ions such as HBr+ and Br+ have double humped distribution with
peaks near the electrodes. The densities of electron and other dominant species in
HBr/Ar plasma are found to be higher than the densities of dominant species in case of
HBr/He plasma.
The dilution of HBr by He or Ar results in an increase in electron density and
electron temperature; however, the electron temperature in HBr/He discharge is higher
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than in case of HBr/Ar discharge. The additive gas fraction also results in an elevation
in the ratio of positive ion flux to the neutral flux. It is noteworthy that the Ar+ density
in HBr/Ar discharge is found to be 3 to 4 times higher than He+ density in HBr/He
discharge. Therefore, the ratio of active ion densities to active neutral species densities
is significantly higher in HBr/Ar discharge that can result in enhanced anisotropic
etching. The densities and fluxes of the active neutrals and positive ions for etching can
be controlled by tuning the gas mixture ratio to obtain the desirable etching results.

6.3 Numerical Study of HBr/He TCP Plasmas for Silicon
Etching
In this study, we have also studied Transformer Coupled Plasma (TCP) in HBr/He
mixture. Two-dimensional hybrid Monte Carlo-fluid plasma model called Hybrid
Plasma Equipment Model (HPEM) is used for this purpose. A comprehensive set of
reactions representing both the gas-phase and surface interactions is established.
Further, the influence of various gas mixing ratios on the plasma characteristics and
eventually on the etching performance is evaluated.
The observed etch rate for HBr plasma is found significantly smaller as
compared to typical etch rates of F- or Cl-containing gases; thereby we suggest the use
of Br-containing gases when greater control over the etch rate is required (such as in
the case of highly sophisticated micro- and nano-electronic device fabrication). The
dilution of HBr gas with He (range 0–80% of He in the mixture) results in decrease in
density and flux of Br, which is an important specie for etching of Si. Consequently,
the formation of chemical etch products (SiHxBry) slows down, eventually decreasing
the overall etch rate. Moreover, the decrease in etch rate with He gas fraction also
suggests that the chemical etching is probably the most important factor determining
the overall etch rate. Most importantly, chemical etching versus physical sputtering can
be controlled with the HBr/He mixing ratio. On the other hand, increasing He gas
fraction also results in enhanced density of H atoms, presumably due to larger He
fractions in the mixture yields a higher electron temperature which subsequently causes
dissociation of a larger fraction of HBr. On the same grounds, the higher He fraction
results in a higher total ion density (i.e. higher ionization by energetic electrons) and
more pronounced sputtering of the Si surface. it is found that as the fraction of He
increases, the Si etch rate drops and approaches zero when the fraction of He is
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maximum. It is noteworthy that the numerical results (etch rates, densities of species
such as H and Br etc.) are compared and validated by experimentally measured etch
rates.
In conclusion, this study is helpful in understanding the HBr bulk plamsa and
the surface treatment during plasma (especailly etching of Si). By combining and
comparing the experimental data (etch rate) with modeling results, more information
can be obtained to understand the uderliyng physics and chemistry of the Si etch rate .
This is eventualy helpful to get anisotropic etch profile.

6.4

Future Perspectives

In the micro and nano-electronic industry, one of the future challenge is that device
dimensions are becoming smaller and smaller and leakage current and heating effect
are becoming more prominent. Therefore, new methods and new materials have to be
developed to control these issues. Morever, the computational models used in this work
can be used to investigate other type of chemistries (gas mixtures etc) as well as other
industrial reactor geometries which will help in future to fabricate nano-devices.
Plasmas are widely used in the semiconductor industry for fabrication of
integrated ciruits i.e. plasma etching and deposition of different materials. Nowadays
there is an increased intereset for the use of very complex gas mixtures such as CHxFy,
some times even in combination of HBr, Cl2, O2 etc. More specifically, in the future,
HBr/He or HBr/Ar in combination with Cl2, O2, CF4, CHF3 etc. will be used to obtain
a better understanding of the plasma chemistry and etch mechanism in these mixtures
through modeling and simulation. The complete set of gas phase and surface reactions
can be constructed and can be included in our simulation model to calculate the etch
rates.
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